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"The capitalist mode of production and the social 
and poli t ical order concomitant with it, provided 
during the latter part of the eighteenth c entury 
and still more dur ing the entire nineteenth century, 
a fram ework for a continuous and, in spite of 
cyclical disturbances and setbac ks, momentous 
expansion of productivity a nd material welfare. 
The rel evant fac ts are well known and call for no 
elabora tion. Yet this material ( and cultural) 
progress was not only s potty in time but most 
unevenl y distributed in space . It was confined 
to th e Western world; and did not affect even all 
of thi s territorially and demogra phically relatively 
small s e ctor o f the inhabited globe. Germany and 
Austri a , Britain and France, some smaller countries 
in West ern Europe and th e United States and Canada 
occupi ed places in the neighbourhood of the sun. 
The vast expanses and the mul titude of inhabit ants 
of Eastern Europe , Spain, Portugal, Italy and the 
Balkans, Latin America and Asia, not to speak of 
Africa, r e mained in the deep shadow of backwardness 
and squalor, o f stagnation and mis ery". 
(Paul Baran, ' On the Political Economy of 
Backwardness ' in Rhodes , R.I . Ced), Imperialism and 
Underd evel opment , p.28S). 
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INT RODUCT ION. 
This thesis sets out to achieve two maj or objectives: firstly, 
it aims to descr ibe and discuss the backgrou~d to and the 
distinctive featur es of nee-Marxist theories of development 
and underdevelopment; and secondly, it attempts in a brief 
case study to d emons trat e that a neo-Marxist approach can be 
fruitfully applied to a study of development and underdevelopment 
in South Africa. 
By "nee-Marxism" the writer me ans that body of thought which, 
although ·rooted in traditional Marxism, attempts to come to 
terms with the relat ive success of Marxism in the underdeveloped 
world and its rel ative lack of success in the developed world 1 • 
, 
In the 1840's Marx and Eng e ls expected socialism to be established 
in the most "advanced " countries. This was to be followed by 
the emancipation of the more "backward" nations. The 
emancipation of Ireland, for example, was to be achieved through 
the victory of socialism in Britain2 • But when British 
capitalism continued to d eve lop, integrating the proletariat 
into this development, Marx and Engels turned towards the 
periphery, to Pol a nd and Russia in the East and to Ireland and 
the United States in the West. The story of the development 
of nee-Marxism is the story of the socialist rise of the 
underdeveloped warld, first in theory and then in practice. 
No explicit attempt will be made here to define "development" 
and "underdevelopment". However, it is n e cessary to stress 
that, as indi cat ed by the quotation from Baran at the beginning 
of this section, the .terms "development" and "underdevelopment" 
in nee-Marxism are primarily economic concepts which are 
meaningful only when considered in relation to their opposite. 
Thus, very generall y {and very simplistically) "development" 
may be described as the relative ability of a people to fulfil 
their economic ( and, deriving from this , their sociopolitical) 
expectations, and "underdevel opment" as the relative inability 
3 to do the same . 
"But they ( the Western European capit a list 
countries) are consummating •.• (their development 
towards socialism) not as we formerly expected . 
Th e y are n ot consumma ting it through the gradual 
'maturing' of social ism , but through the exploitation 
of some countries by others •.•.• ". 
(Lenin, ' Better Fewer, but Better', in Connor, J.E. 
Le nin on Politics and Revolution, p.373.) 
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CHAPTER ONE. 
THE BACKGROUND IN TRADITIONAL MARXISM. 
Although Marx wrot e only r elat ively brief and fragmentary 
passages on the non-European world, he was , particularly in 
his early years, host ile to what he called the ''Asiatic mode 
of production". To be sure, on the strategic level Marx's 
vision was worl d-wid e but on the cultural level it was c ertainly 
Europocentric. 
Marx devel oped his ideas on Asian civilisation in general and 
on Indian civilisation in pdrticular in two articl es written 
in 1853 for the New York Daily Tribune: "The British Rule in 
I ndia" and "The Future Resul ts of British Rule in India". In 
these articl es he emphasis~d the backwardness , isolat ionism , 
stagnation, and ossification of Ind ian society, and part icularly 
of the vi llage communities: 
'' •••• • we must not forg et that these idyll ic v i llage 
communities , i noffensive though they may appear , h ad 
always been the sol id foundation of Oriental despotism, 
that they ·restrai ned th e human mind within the small est 
possible compass , making it the unresisting tool of 
superstition, ensl aving it ben eath tradit ional rules , 
depr iving it o f all grandeur and histor ical energies . 
We must not forget th e barbari a n egot ism which, 
concentrating on some miserable patch of land, had 
quietl y witnessed the ruin of empires, the perpetration 
of unspeakabl e cruelt i es , the massacre o f the population 
of l arge towns, with no other consideration b e stowe d 
upon them than on natural e v ents, itself the helpless 
prey of any aggressor wh o deig ned to notice it at all. 
We must not forget that thi s undignified, stagnatory, 
and v egetative life , that this passive sort o f existence 
evoked on the other part , in contradistinction, wild, 
aiml ess, unbounded forces of destruction and· rendered 
murde r itself a religious rite in Hindostan. We 
must not f orget that these littl e communities were 
contaminated by dis tinctions of caste and by slavery, 
that they subj ugated man to external circumstances, 
that they transformed a self-developing socia l state 
into n e ver changing natura l d estiny , and thus brought 
about a brutal ising worship of nature, exhibiting its 
degradation in the fac t that man, th e sovereign of 
natur e, fell down on his knees in adoration of 
Hanurn a n , the monk e y, and Sabbala, the cow111 • 
In the preface to an ear ly, c e lebrated text, A Contribution 
to the Cr itique of Political Economy, Marx described the 
or 
"Asiatic mode o f production " as the firs t of a s uccession of 
historical epo chs in "the prehistory of human society112 
"In broa d outlines As iatic, ancient , feu da l and 
modern bourg e ois mod es.of production c a n b e 
designated a s progres sive epochs i n the e conomic 
fo rmation o f society 11 3 . 
However, the re remains l itt l e doubt t h a t f r om 1853 onwards 
Marx believed t hat certain n on - European cou n t ries were 
charact erised b y an e c onomic a nd social syst em that wa s 
qualitat ively di fferent from a n y phase through which European 
societies had passed 4 • But t rue t o his Europocentric vision 
of the world Marx still regar ded t he "Asiatic mode of production ' 
as a very e arly stage in the d e v e l opment of humanity, dominating 
"at the d a wn of h istory o f a ll c ivilised r a ces 115 the socio-
economic s ys t em c loses t to primitive t riba l s ociety and, in 
fact, growing di r e ctly out of primitiv e commun ism: 
"Those anci ent s ocial. o r ganisms o f production are, 
as compared with bourg e ois society, e xtremely simpl e 
and trans parent . But they a re foun ded e ither on 
the immature development o f man indivi dua lly, who 
has not y e~ severed the umbilical cord t ha t unit e s 
him with hi s fe llow men in a primitive t r ibal 
community, o r u pon d i rect rel a tions o f subjection. 
They can arise and exist only when th e developme nt 
of the productiv e power o f l abour has not risen 
beyond a low stage, and wh en , therefor e, th e social 
relations wi thin the sphere o f material life, 
between man and man , a n d between man and Nature, 
are corres pondingly nar row" 6 . 
The "Asiatic mod e o f produ ction" had two basic characteristics. 
Firstly, the economy consis t e d o f many tiny, isolated village 
communities which e ngage d in small s cale ag r iculture and 
handicrafts. These village commun ities were dominated by 
a despotic state which a ppropriated a part of their surplus. 
The state took cha rge of t he public works, including irrigation, 
which we re indispe nsable t o the fun c tioning of the communities. 
For Marx, the abs ence of private property was not an indispensabl 
l..'.:haracteristic of the "Asiatic mod e " since, even when he learned 
that private ownership of land existe d in China, he still 
regarded China as an examp l e of the "Asiatic mode of production 117 
However, Marx regard e d the introduct i on of private property into 
India by the Britis h as one condition for modernisation and 
~--·-.,...... ~-.. ·-~·- ,.... 
eventual emancipation: 
"The political unity cS: India, more consolidated, 
and extending farther than it ever did under the 
Great Moguls, was the first condition of its 
regeneration. That uni ty, imposed by the British 
sword, will now be strengthened and perpetu ated by 
the electric telegraph. The native army, organised 
and trained by the Bri tish drill - sergeant , was the 
sine qua non of Indian sel f-emancipation, and of India 
c eas ing to be the prey of the first foreign intruder. 
The free press, introduced for the first time into 
Asiatic society, and managed principally by t he 
common o ffsp~ing of Hindoo and Europeans , is a n ew 8 and power ful agent of reconstruction. The Zemindars 
and Ryot war9 themselves, abominable as they are, involve 
two dist inct forms in private property in land - the 
great des ideratum of Asiatic society. From the 
Indian nat ives , reluctantly and sparing ly educated at 
Calcutta, under English superintendence, a fresh class 
is springing up, endowed with the requirements for 
government and imbued with European science. Steam 
h as brought India into regular and rapid communication 
with Europe, has connected its chief ports with those 
o f the who~e south-eastern ocean , and has revindicated 
it from the isolat ed position which was t he prime law 
of its stagnation. The day is not far distant when, 
by a combination of railways and steam vessels , the 
distance between England and India, measured by time, 
will be shor.tened to eight days, and when that once 
fabulous country will thus be actually annexed to the 
Weste.:-n world 11 10. 
Thus, waxing eloquent as a technological determinist, Marx 
impli es that India could only have emerged from her stagnation 
through western intervent ion, thus cond emning in advance any 
attempt by peoples under the "Asiatic mode" to modernise while 
retaining their own personal iti es. Marx did not deny the 
human potential of the Indians - he bel ieved that they were 
capable of deve loping a dynamic civilisation - (' ••• the Hindoos 
•••• possess particular apti tud e for accommodating themselves 
to entirely new labour 1 ) 11 - but he did believe that they could 
realise their potentiality only if they became "Europeanised". 
It was a n inevitable and necessary development that less 
developed countries be brought under the t emporary domination 
of those which had reached a more advanced economic stage. 
Thus, in the preface to the first edition of Capital , Marx 
wrote: "The country that is more developed industrially 
only shows to the less developed the image of its own future 1112 • 
But Marx answer ed in a rather facile way the moral question of 
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Britain's right to India. India 's socia l organisat ion and 
her inability to proj ect a strong, c entralised government, 
Marx wrote, laid her open to fore ign invasions and domination: 
"India ••••• could not escape the fate of being conquered, 
and the whole o f her past history •.•.•• is the history 
of the successive conquests she has undergone •••••• 
The question, therefore, is not whether the English 
had a right to conquer India , but whether we are to 
prefer India conquered by the Turk, by the Persian 1 
by the Russian, to India conquered by the Briton 11 1~. 
Marx undoubtedly pre fers industrial, liberal and bourgeois 
Britain t o underdevel oped Russia, Turkey or Persia, because 
Britain ' s l evel of economic development guarantees the integration 
of India into the world market and the universalisation of 
European cul ture. 14 As indicated above , Marx was convinced 
that industrialisation would end the social stagnation of 
traditional Indian society. 
Lichtheim believes that although Marx in the 1850's emphasised 
"the progressive role of Western capitalism in disrupting 
Oriental stagnation", by the time he came to writ e Capital 
"he was less certain that traditional society embodies no 
pos itive factors " 15 • Lichtheim continues: 
"At any rate, it may be said that by the 1860's 
his at titude had become ambivalent. We now 
find h im remarki ng on t he stability of the ancient 
village communities , in a manner suggesting that he 
saw some genuine virtue in their peculiar mode of 
life.... In 184 7 the bourgeoisie still gained some 
plaudits for battering down the Chinese walls of 
barbarism; by 1867 even the 'Asiatic mode' comes in 
for favourable comment, at any rate 20 far as the 
village community is concerned: it is valued as 
a bulwark against social disintegration 11 16. 
Marx's attitud e towards the "Asiatic mode of production" may 
indeed have become ambivalent, but this did not alter his ideas 
about the his torical necessity of colonialism . For Marx, 
the historical necessity of colonialism is the geographical 
dimension o f capitalism's capa city for universality . In 
fact, capitalism is largely a result of Eurbpean contact with 
the rest of the world; it did not develop in isolated, self-
contained societies. "Capitalis t production", says Marx, 
"does not exist at all without for eign commerce 1117 • Be fore 
capitalism became domi nant in certain European countries, foreign 
trade was promoted by merchant capi tal : 
"There is no doubt - and i t is precisely thi s 
fact which h as led to wholly erroneous 
conceptions - that in the 16th and 17th 
c enturies the great revolutions, which took 
place in commerce with the geographical 
discoveries and speeded the development of 
merchant 's capital , constitute one of the 
principal el ements in fur thering the 
transition from feudal to capital ist mode 
of production. The sudden expansion o f 
the world-market, th e multiplication o f 
circulating commodities, the compet itive 
zeal of the European nat ions to possess 
themselves of the products of Asia and the 
treasures of Ameri c a, and the colonial 
system - all contributed materially toward 18 dest roying th e feudal fetters on produc tion " • 
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Capitalist society, in turn, creates certain needs which 
can be satis f ied only by a universal market. A global 
unity in the modes of production and style of life emerges 
from this, developed by t he ·expansion of capitalist European 
civilisation. Marx believed that the unique ness of Western 
civilisation lay ~n this c apacity for universalisation which 
no other human soci ety had hitherto deve loped. This is 
Marx's conception of the ci~ilising role of the bourgeoisie 
which draws the non-European world into its sphere of action: 
"'!'he need of a constantly expanding marke t for its 
products chases the bourgeoisie over the whole 
surface of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, 
settl e everywhere , establish connections everywhere. 
The bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the 
world-market given a cosmopolitan character. to 
production and consumption in every country •••••. 
All old-establ ished national industries have been 
destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They 
are dislodged by new industries, whose introduction 
becomes a li fe and death question for all civilised 
nations, by i ndus tri es that no longer work up 
indigenous r aw material, but raw material drawn 
from the remotest zon es ; industr i e s whose products 
are consumed , not only at hom e , but in every quart er 
of the globe. In place of the old wants, satis fied 
by the product i ons o f the country, we find . new wants, 
requiring for t heir satisfaction the products of 
distant lands and climes . In place of the old 
local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, 
we have intercou r se in every direction, universal 
inter - depend ence of nations. And as in material, 
so also in intel lectual production. The intellectual 
creat ions of individual nations become common property. 
Nat ional one-sidedness and narrow-mindedne ss become 
more and more impossible, and from the numerous 





The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all 
instruments of production, by the immensely 
facilitat ed means of communication, draws all, 
even the most barbarian, nations into civilisation. 
The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy 
artillery with which it batters down all Chinese 
walls, with which it forces the barbarians ' 
intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to 
capitulate . It compels all nations, on pain 
o f extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of 
production; it compels them to introduce what it 
calls civilisation into their midst, i.e., to 
become bourgeois themselves. In one word, it 
creates a world aft er its own image 11 19. 
Thus, on the one hand, Marx displays his own Europocentricity 
while, on the other, he lashes out at the bourgeoisie for 
creating "a world after its own image" . 
Contradictory elements also characterise Marx 's ideas on the 
nature of the c api talist impact on the non-European world . At 
first capitalism was a one-way process of spoliation and coercion, 
crucial for the primitive accumulation 20 which would transform 
commercial into industrial capit a li sm : " ••• the misery inflicted 
by the British on Hindostan is of an essentially different and 
infinitely more intensive kind than all Hindostan had to suffer 
before1121 , and, : "The profound hypocrisy and inherent barbarism 
of bourgeois civilisation lies unveiled before our eyes , turning 
from its home, where it assumes respectable forms , to the 
colonies, where it goes naked 1122 • 
However, when European capitalism was transformed in this manner, 
it became interested in "developing" its colonies: 
"The ruling classes of Great Britain have had, till 
now, but an accidental, transitory and exceptional 
interest in the progres s of India. The aristocracy 
wanted to conquer it, the moneyocracy to plunder it, 
and the millocracy to und ersell it. But now the 
tables are turned. The millocracy have discovered 
that the transformation of India into a reproductive 
country has become of vital ::_mportance to them, and 
that, to that end, it is necessary, above all, to 
gift her with means of irrigati on and of internal 
communication. They intend now drawing a net 
of railways over India. And they will do it. 
The result s must be inappreciable 11 23. 
Moreover, the dialectical vicissitudes of Europeap colonialism 
gave rise to a dependency relationship b etween coloniser and 
colonis ed; th e colonisers became dependent on the development 
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and well-being of their c o lonies. 
Marx wrot e: 
In The German Ideology 
"Big indust ry universalised competition •.•• • 
established means of communication and the modern 
wor ld market, subordinated trade to itself, 
tr ansformed all capital into industr ia l capital 
and thus produced th e rapid circulation •••. and 
centralisation of c apital. By universal 
competition it forced al l individuals to strain 
their energy to the utmost .. .. It produced 
world history for the firs t time , insofar as it 
made all civilised n a tions and e very individual 
member of th em dependent for the satisfaction of 
their wants on the whole world, thus destroying 24 the former natural exclusiveness of separate nations" , 
and in the Communis t Mani fes to: 
" The bourgeoisie has subj ected the country to the 
rule of the towns. It has created enormous 
cities, has greatly increased the urban population 
as compared with the rural, and has thus rescued a 
considerable part of the population from the idiocy 
of rural ,li fe. Just as it has made the country 
dependent on the tow~s , so it has made barbarian 
and · semi-barbarian countries dependent on civilised 
ones, nations of peas ants on nations of bourgeois , 
the East on the West 11 25 . 
And of course Marx was well aware of the fund amen tal tendency 
of capitalism to generate _both extreme wealth and poverty. 
As early as 1846 Marx pointed out that the rising standard of 
living of the Bri tish worker was achieved at the expense of the 
extremely low wag es paid in India 26 • Although Marx lived 
before the late nineteenth century colonial expansion, he was 
aware that colonial capitalism was not only part of the total 
"process" of capitalism but also a relation of unequal partners, 
one of whom developed at the expense of the other . Ireland, 
wrote Marx, "has been .stunted in its development by the English 
invasion and thrown centuri es back... .. By consistent 
oppressi on (the I rish ) have been artificially converted into 
an utterly impoverished nation112 7 , and on India: "The Indians 
will not reap the fruits of the new elements of society 
scattered among them by the British bourgeoisie •••• till the 
Hinooos •••• • shall have grown strong enoug h to throw off the 
English yoke altogcther 1128 
As Kemp points out, Marx had intended to devote a volume of 
Capital to the worl d market and , we may assume , to the uneven-
ness created withi n the world market 29 • However, before his 
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death, Marx completed only the first volume of Capital which, 
together with the unfinished manuscripts making up volumes two 
and three, provides little more than a few essential points 
about this imbalance. According to Marx capitalist 
e xpansion transformed world production into commodity production. 
Consequently 
"a new and internat ional division of labour, a 
divis ion suited to the requirements of the chief 
cent res of modern industry springs up, and converts 
one part of the globe into a chlefly agricultural 
field of production for supplying the other part 
which remains a chiefly industrial field 11 30 . 
Because capitalist production increased the scale of product ion, 
industrial capitalists required new markets for their products . 
Therefore, new areas which became suppliers of raw materials 
were penetrated and colonial and colonised countries developed 
"in a lop-sided, fashion characteristic of modern imperialism1131 • 
Indeed, fo r Marx, imperiali sm was the highest stage of capitalism 
since only univers al capitalism could lay the foundations for 
universal communi sm: 
"The bourgeoi s peri od of history has to create the 
material bap is of the new world - on the one hand 
the universal intercourse fou nded upon the mutual 
dependency of mankind, and th e means of that 
intercourse; on the other hand the development 
of the productive powers of man and the trans-
formation of materia l production into a scientific 
domination of natural agencies. Bourgeois 
indus try and commerce create these material ccnditions 
of a new world in the same way as geological 
revolutions h ave creat ed t h e surface of the earth. 
When a great social r evolution shall have mastered 
the res ults o f the bourgeois epoch , the market of 
the world and the modern powers of production, and 
subj ected them to the common control of the most 
advanced peopl es, then only will human progress 
ceas e to resemble that hideous pagan idol, who 
would not dri nk the n ectar but from the skulls of 
the slain 11 32. 
Thus Marx's views on the universality of capitalism and the 
necessity of colonialism form the theoretical background for 
his theory of communism. For Marx, communism is the eventual 
result of this universality. Communism must also be realised 
universally; any national, particularistic communism is bound 
to fail: "Empirically, communism is only possible as the act 
of the dominant people 'all at onc e ' and simultaneously, which 
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presupposes the universal development of product ive forces and 
the world intercourse bound 11p with communism1133 • (As we shall 
see later, this question of the universality of communism is a 
major point of d ebate among Marxists ). 
According to Marx, capitalism only reaches its apex when the 
market has reached its ult imate geographical limit. Only 
when capitalism reaches this apex can change be expected. 
In a letter to Engels in 1858 Marx expressed his anxiety about 
the possibility t hat capi tali sm might not realise its potentiality 
in the non-European world. In that case, he says, the 
European revolution may b e "bound to be crushed in this little 
34 corner" • 
Marx 's vi ews on British rule in India clearly point to the 
dialectical position of c apital ism as the ultimate level of 
alienation leading to the process of decomposition and change: 
"England, it is true, in causing a social revolution 
in Hindostan, was actuated only by the vilest interests, 
and was stupid in her manner of enforcing them. But 
that is not the quest ion. The question is, can 
mankind fulfil its d estiny without a fundamental 
revolution in the social state of Asia? If not, 
whatever may have been the crimes of England she was 
the unconscious tool of history in bringing about 
that revolution 11 35. 
Marx believed that colonialism had important implications for the 
domestic working class. In a letter to Engels in 1861, 
concerning Ireland and the English working class, he expressed 
the view that the English working cl ass would not make any 
progress until Brita in was upset by the loss of Ireland. The 
English working cl as s, said Marx: 
"can never do anything decisive here in England 
until it separa tes its policy with regard to 
Ireland in the most definite way from the policy 
of the ruling classes, until it not only makes 
comnion cause with the Irish, but even takes the 
initiative in dissolving the Union established 
in 1801 and replacing it by a free federal· 
relationship. And, indeed, this must be done 
not as a matter of sympathy with Ireland, but as 
a demand mad e in the interests of the English 
proletariat. If not, the English people will 
remain in the leading st rings of the ruling 
clas ses because it mus t join with them in a common 
front against Ireland 11 36 . 
Marx thus gave priority to action in the colony over action in 
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the colonising country, thereby ironically showing the way for 
the development of non-Eur~~ocentric visions of social action. 
* * * * 
The peasantry and the national quest i on are two aspect s of Marx-
ist thought which have become more important since Mar x's death 
than they wer e in the writings of Marx himself . 
It is well known that Marx did not vi ew the peasantry very 
favourably. He saw them as an unusually reactionary force 
which in time was bou nd to disappear , " a fading remnant o f 
pre-capitalist society1137 • In the Communist Manifesto, 
originally published in 1848, Marx wrote: "The bourgeoisie 
has •••• greatly increased the urban population as compared 
with the rural, and h as thus rescued a considerable part of 
the population' from the idiocy of rur al life" 38 • And in 
the firs t instalmen t of The Class Struggles in Fra nce, 1848-1850, 
wri tten in 18 50, he produced a highly unflattering character-
is ation of the p~asantry : 
"10 December 1848, was the day of the peasant 
insurrection.... The symbol that express ed 
their entry int o the revolutionary movement, 
clumsil y cunning, knavishly naiv e , dolt ishly 
sublime , a calcul ated superstit i on , a pathetic 
burles que , a cl everly stupid ana chronis m, a 
world-historic piece of buffoonery and an 
und e cipherable hi e roglyphic for th e understanding 
of the civilised - t his symbol bore the unmistakable 
physiognomy of the class that represents barbarism 
within civilisation 11 39. 
However , in the following instalment of The Class Struggl es 
Marx wrote that the peasants who had learn e d from experience 
were beginning to oppose the bourgeois ie and to all y themselves 
with the workers 40 • Expanding this view two years later in 
The Eighteenth Brumai~e of Louis Bonaoarte , Marx d e scribed how 
the peasantry , a t fir st used by the bourge oisie in its struggle 
against feud alism , had come to real ise that its interests were 
not linked wi th those of the bourgeoisie but with those o f the 
workers: "The interes ts of t he peasants •••• are no longer •••• 
in accord wit h, but in opposition t o t he interests of the 
bourgeoisie, to capital. Hence the peasants find their 
natural ally and leader in th e urban prol e tariat, whose t ask 
.is the overthrow of th e bourgeois order 11 41. Not that Marx 
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became fond of peasants - in The Eighteenth Brumaire Mar x 
st.ill referred to them as "immature masses" whose isolated 
communities were "much as potatoes in a sack1142 and whose 
social character displays a distinct dual ity: 
"In so fa r as millions of f amil ies live under 
economic conditions of exist ence that divide 
thei r mod e of life, their interes ts and their 
culture from t hos e of other classes, and put 
them in hos tile contrast to the latter, t hey 
form a cl ass. In so far as there is merely 
a local interconnection among these small 
peasants, and the identity of their interests 
begets no unity, no national union and no 
political organisation, they do not form a 
cl ass. They ar e consequently incapab le o f 
enforcing their class interest in t heir own 
name ••••• 11 43. 
But he continue d: 
"In losing hope in the Napol eonic restoration, 
the French peasant loses faith in his small 
holding, overthrows the who le state apparatus 
built on that small ho+ding, and thus the 
proletari an revolution obtains t he chorus 
without.whi ch, in all peas ant countries , its 
solo becomes a swan song 11 44. 
Although the above phrase was el iminated from the second edition 
of The Eighteenth Brumai re4~, it i s clear tha t Mar x had doubts 
about his origin?l position on the peasantry. The potent i ally 
revolutionary role attributed to the peasantry by l ater Marxists 
is foreshadowed in the work of Marx himsel f . 
However, many of Marx 's followers den ied that the peas antry 
(which, even in many European countries, formed the maj ority of 
the population) had any revolutionary potential: in Marx 
against the Peasant Mitrany has shown that possible all iances 
with the peasantry, which may have radically altered the course 
of European history, were . time and time again ignored. In 
Russia for example, where admittedly Marxists had to fight 
Narodnik (popul ist ) idealisation of the peasantry ( e.g. T~l stoy, 
Pestel, Herzen), Plekhanov descr ibed them as "not a class but a 
notion1146 and "non-existent historically speaking 1147 , and 
Kritsman described them as "a petit bourgeois mass 1148 • Gorky 
scathingly call s the Russian peasantry "half-savage, stupid, 
heavy people1149 , and says of him that he is "filled with the 
feeling of indifference, killing his ability to think, to 
remember his past, to work out his ideas from experience'!SO, 
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and in whom the burden of heavy labour together with 
insignificant results has dP.ep e ned "the instinct of property, 
making him unresponsive to those views which place at the root 
of sinfulness of that very instinct 1151 • He continues: 
"I say this from a strong conviction, based on 
experience, that the whole of the Russian 
intelligentsia for almost an ent ire century 
courageously tried to lift on to its feet the 
heavy Russiun people lazily, carelessly, 
incapably slumped on its land - the entire 
intelligentsia is the victim of the historical 
backwardness of the peopl e , which managed to 
live unbeli evabl y wretchedly on a land of 
fairytale richness 11 52. 
Trotsky too had notoriously little faith in peasants. In 1928 
he wrote: "The Chinese peas antry is even less capable of 
playing a leading role than the Russian1153 • 
However, it remains true that although the 1917 revolution was 
largely an urb an industrial phenomenon, it was only with the 
extension of cl ass warfar e "into the villages, and the civil war 
that transformed the urban revolution into a national revolution. , 
At first the Bolsheviks thought they could manipulate the 
peasants for their own ends but they soon realised that Soviet 
power in the villages was ~eak and that traditional communal 
institutions were in effective command. In the "Great Debate" 
that followed it soon became evident to all factions in the 
debate that the peasantry was to play an indispensable role . 
As Nove points out: 
"All took for granted the necessity of industrial-
isation and were under no illusiuns concerning 
the limitations of individual peasant agriculture. 
Peasant c o-operation and collectivisation were 
regarded by all as desirable aims . The difference 
lay in tempos, methods, the assessment of dangers, 
the strategy to be foll owed in pursuit of aims very 
largely held in common. Soviet historians are 
fond of cont rasting the policies of the majority 
('the party') with the negative, defeatist , anti-
industrial ising pro-peasant policies of various 
oppositions. Such a picture is a most distorted 
one 11 54. 
Industrialisation proceeded at the expense of the peasantry 
which therefore became a non-benefiting object of development 
for the subject of development, the proletariat. 
Preobrazhensky' s theory of "primitive socialist accumulation" 
illustrates this process 55 • He acquired his concept of 
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"primitive social i st accumulation " fr om the theory of "primit ive 
capi ta l accumulati on " whi c h Marx f or mulated with the use o f 
British models 56 • Marx said tha t c apita l wa s a ccumulat ed 
through coloni a l exploitatiQ,n , t h e expr opr iation of the peasantry, 1 
th e enclosure of agr icultu r al land, and the Highland cleara nce s 
in Scotland. Capit al acc umulated in t hes e ways was invest e d in 
industrial d eve lopment. Applyi ng Marx 's analysis to the USSR 
Pr eobrazhens ky point ed out that t here wer e no coloni e s and t h a t 
the pe asants could not be expropr iated. In any case , he wrote, 
"As regards colonia l plunder i ng, a s ocialist State 
carrying out a pol icy o f equality b etwe e n n a tionalities 
and volun t a ry entry by them into one k i nd or another 
of union of nat i ons , repudiat e s on pr incipl e all the 
forcibl e methods of capital in t his sphere. This 
source o f primi tive a c cumulat i o n is cl osed to it 
from th e v ery s tart a nd for e ver 11 57 
Ye the necess ary socialist accumu l a tion had to come from 
some where since it was n e c essary not only to finance 
indu s trialis a tibn but a l s o t o expand t he s ocialist sector of 
the economy a t the expens e b f the private s e ctor. It was 
clear that the n e cess ar y r esources coul d not be raised mainly 
in th e socialist sector since , f i r stly, this sector was too 
small, and s e c ondly, it woul d h ave b een politically dangerous 
for the sacri f ices to be boi n e b y the wo r k ing class employed 
by nationalis e d indus tr i e s . Preob raz hensky r e alised 
therefore that resources woul d have to ar ise from the private 
sector, the ma jor part of whic h were peasants . But he also 
realis e d tha t the necess ary c apit al would not be provided by 
voluntary savings since the wea lthier peas ants were unlikely 
to lend sufficient fun d s to the g overnme n t . It would 
therefore have to be obtaine d by a heavy taxat ion of the private 
sector. Al though Preobrazhensky emph a sised the conflict 
between socialist and capit a l ist elements, i.e. between the 
forc es of the market and those of the socialis t state expanding 
the socialist s e ctors, he claimed that '' the alienation in favour 
of social ism of par t of the surp lus product of all the pre-
socialist economic forms" is " quite different" from primitive 
carital accumulation58 • But, apart from the ends implied, 
just how thes e two for ms of pr i mitive accumulation are "quite 
different" is not cl ear . 
Engels was conce rned t o show how t h e isolation of exploited peas -
ant communiti e s ( 'the peas ant s ••. without sufficie nt land, oppresse d 
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b y t axation and sucked dry by usurers 159 ) formed a " natural 
basis for Oriental Des poti~:-.... 5o: 
"The Russ i an peasant lives and has h i s being only 
in his v i llage community; the rest o f the world 
e xists f or him only in so far as it i nterferes 
wi th h is village c ommunity.... Such a complet e 
isolation of the individual communiti e s fr om one 
another , which creates throughout t he c ountry 
simi lar, but the very opposite of c ommon , inter e s ts , 
is t h e natural basis for Oriental despotism, a nd 
from Ind i a to Russia this form of s ociety, wher ever 
it prevai l ed, has al ways produced it and a lwa ys 
found i t s ccmp lement in it 11 61 . 
Engels t hus reit erates Marx ' s assertion that the peas a n t r y is 
a class " i n" its elf , but not a c lass "for " i t s e lf. 
Lenin was one o f the v ery few ear l y Marx i sts who attribute d a 
principl e r ole t o the peasants : 
'' ••• . In As ia there yet r emains a bourge oisie 
capab l e o~ representing sin cere, mi litant and 
consis tent democracy ..• • 
The main r epresentative, or main s ocia l s u ppor t 
of this Asian bourgeoisie which is sti ll c apable 
of h i s t orically progress i ve action , is the 
peas ant" 62 • . 
However, Lenin c ontinued to assume that it would be th e Eur opean 
proletaria t that woul d play the major r ole in wor ld r evolution. 
Let us n ow turn to the "national quest ion". Unlike Le nin 
and othe r 20th c entury Marxists, Mar x and Eng els did not give 
blanket approval to a ll nationa l i ndependence movements. In 
fact they had no cons is tent t h e ory o n t his point. But at the 
time of the 1848 revo luti on, when they wrote on the national 
question in Eas tern Europe, the b asi c criterion by which they 
judged national movemen ts was their o pposition to Russia. They 
opposed any nationa l movement tha t mi ght aid Tsarist Russia 
which th e y regarded a s a bastion of r eaction in Europe, and they 
supported any national movement that t hreatene d the Rus sian 
Empire. 
Engels understood t h a t e ven "positive " national liberation 
movements had prob l ematic implications. In Poland, foreign 
domination had given ris e t o an al li a nce of all classes except 
the aristocracy which had al lied with the foreign power. 
Oppressors and oppress ed wer e th e r efor e in alliance aga inst 
the for e i gn oppressor : 
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"The part ition of Poland was realised thanks to 
the alliance of the g~_at feudal aristocracy in 
Poland with the three powers carrying out the 
partition •••• 
The consequence, already in the case of the first 
partition, was quite naturally to bring about an 
alliance of all the other classes, that is of the 
nobility, of the urban bourgeoisie, and in part 
of the peasants , directed both against the 
oppressors of Poland and agains t the great 
aristocracy of the country itself. The 
constitution of 1791 shows how well the Poles 
understood, even at that time, that their 
independence from foreign powers was indissolubly 
linked to the overthrow of the aristocracy and to 
agrarian reform within the country 11 63. 
This clearly foreshadows the host of theories ( written from 
the 1920's onwards ) concerning the alliance of bourgeoisie, 
proletariat and peasantry in dependent countries. 
Marx's early followers were divid ed in their opinions on the 
national question. Rosa Luxemburg in the name of inter-
nationalism consistently ignored national issues. She 
was convinced that the domination of the imperialist powers 
over the non-European world was so great that any initiative 
on the part of the oppres sed n ations was completely meaningless. 
Salvation, she said, could come only from the European 
proletariat. Her tot a lly Europocentric posi tion is very 
evident in her pamphlet The Crisis of Social Democracy: 
"It is •••• the workers of th e advanced capitalist 
countries who have the historic mission to carry 
out the social ist transformation . Only from 
Europe, only from the oldest capitalist nations, 
can the signal come, when the hour is ripe , for 
the social revolution that will free humanity. 
Only the English, French, Belgian , German, 
Russian and Italian workers, together , can lead 
the army of the exploited and enslaved of the 
five continents. They alone , when the time 
c omes , c an call capitalism to a ccount for 
c enturies of crimes committed ctgainst all the 
pr i!~itive peoples, and for its work of destruction 
around the globe; they alone can exact revenge 11 64. 
Luxemburg was not alone in her Europocentricity . Virtually 
all the leading figures of the Second International, in spite 
of thei r disagreements as to what policy should be followed 
vis-a-vis the colonies, at the beginning of the twentieth 
century believed that the colonial oppressed were completely 
. t t65 impo en • 
f 
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Lenin thought otherwise. 
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In a 1914 pamphlet called On 
the Right o.f. Nations to Sel £-Determination he gave his views 
on the potentially progressive role of national demands. 
Firstly, the structure of the independent nation state had 
always been conducive to transforming feudalism into capitalism, 
thus openi ng the way to further transformations. Secondly, 
t he recognition of the right of subject people to secede would 
create better relations for the future when, hopefully, they 
would c ome to unders tand the advantages of a wider market. 
And thirdly, if the dominant people were to become emancipated, 
the recognition of the right to self-determination of oppressed 
peoples was indispensab le: "The century-long history o f the 
repression of the movements of the oppressed nations, and the 
systematic propagand a in favour of such repression by the upper 
cl asses, h ave creat ed in the Great Russian people pre judices, 
etc., which ar~ enormous obstacles to the cause of its own 
liberty11 66 • 
In the Theses on Soci al ist Revolution and the Right of Nat~ons 
to Sel f-De termi.nation ( 1916) Lenin developed the ideas set out 
in his 1914 pamphlet. This time he placed the ideas in a 
colonial perspective and not merely in the perspective of the 
probl em as it existed in Europe : 
"The proletariat cannot but fight against the use 
of forc e to make oppressed nations remain within 
the b oundaries of a particular state; in other 
words it must fight for the right to self-
determination . The proletariat must demand free 
political separation , for the colonies and for the 
nations oppres sed by 'i ts own nation' • 
•••• The sccialists of the oppressed nations, on the 
other hand, should in particular defend and bring 
about complete and unconditional unity , o f t he 
workers of th e oppressed nation and those of the 
oppressor nation. Without this it is impossible 
to de fend the independent policy of the proletariat 
and its class solidarity with the proletar i at o f 
other countries in face of all the various manoeuvres, 
betrayals and tricks o f the bourgeoisie . For the 
bourgeoisie o f the oppressed nations persistently 
distorts national-liberation slogans in order to 
deceive the workers; •••• it uses these slogans in 
order to enter into reactionary agreements with the 
bourgeoisie of the dominant nations •••• 11 67. 
However, Lenin continued to believe that the European 
proletariat would pl ay the essential role in world revolution. 
It was the victory of the European workers which would "liberate 
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both t he peoples of Europe and the peoples of Asia1168 • 
* "' "' >I' 
Lenin's work on the theory of imperialism has also mad e an 
important contribution to the development of neo-Marxist 
thought. As Lenin 's work in this sphere was to some extent 
influenced by t he "social-liberal 1169 theorist Hobs on, we shall 
attempt to describ e briefly the pertinent aspects of Hobson's 
theory. 
Hobson supported an underconsumptionist theory of imperialism. 
He said that imperialism resulted from the unequal dis tribution 
of wealth in capitalist society which set limits to the home 
market and there fore necessitated a search for external markets. 
This search led to the annexation, political contro l and 
domination of c~lonies. However, a correct internal policy 
could facilitate the absorption of the surplus production t hereby 
doing away with the need for artificially-created external 
outlets, and he t0erefore advocated a non-imperialist capita lism, 
developed by the increasing of the consumpt ion of the working 
class. 
Hobson paid some attenti on to the impact of capitalist 
colonisation on what he c alled "the lower races ". The 
interests of the colonised people , he said, have either been 
completely ignored or rel egated to secondary importance , and 
the claim that they were being pr epared for self-government 
was an empty one: "Nowhere ••• is the theory of white government 
as a trust for c ivilisation made valid ; nowher e is there any 
provision to secure the predominance of the interests, either 
of the world at large or o f the governed people, over those 
of the encr oaching nation, or more commonly a section of that 
nation1170 • No d is interested attempt had been made to 
develop their economies. They h ad been subjected to the 
"economic exploitation of White colonists who will use them as 
'live tools' and the ir lands as repositories of mining or other 
profitabl 2 t.reasure 1171 • For this reason the primary need 
of the colonisers h a s been to obtain labour. This need was 
at first met by the slave trade and then by the transformation 
of subsis tence-farming peasants or pas toralists into wage-
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labourers. The result of this has been a rising demand for 
proaucts from the colonised areas and an outflow of capital 
from the colonial countries. In some places the need for 
labour has been met by forced labour, by expropriation of land, 
or by taxation. Colonial g overnme~ts have thus supported 
white settlers in thei r quest for labour by destroying the 
tribal system and transforming its members into a working cl ass . 
Through their manipulation of the means of violence the white 
ruling class b ecame "distinctively parasitic; they live upon 
these natives, their chief work being that of organising native 
labour for their suppor t 1172 • 
Although Hobson was cl ear ly concerned that the colonisers were 
benefitting at the expense of the colonised, his attitude is 
paternalistic. Given certain safeguards, he acce pted the 
progressive mis sion of the West - ('The analogy furnished by 
' 
the education of a 
invalidated by 
practice 173). 
the people of 
the 
child is prima facie a sound one, and is not 
dangerous abuses to which it is exposed in 
He admit ted that in this process of "educating" • 
the colonies "force is itself no remedy, coercion 
is not education, but it may b e a pr ior condition to the operation 
of educative for_ces 11 7 4 • Hm,;ever , Hobson displayed a certain 
r es pect for Indian and Chinese civilisation and criticised the 
destructive role of the Western countries in the East, thereby 
exposing many imperialist claims about the civilising mission 
of the bourgeoisie. 
Lenin drew on Hobson's theory for much o f his data and some of 
his ideas (e.g . the parasiti c nature of imperialism) . As 
mentioned above Hobson advocated a non-imperialist capitalism 
based on increased consumption of the working clas s . Lenin 
however, becaus e he accepted the basic propositions of Marxi an 
economics, firmly rejected this ide a. In any case, Sdid 
Lenin, capitalism would not be capitalism if it increased the 
consumption capacity of the loca l working class: 
" It goes without saying that if capitalism could 
develop agriculture , which today lags far behind 
industry everywhere, if it coul d raise the standard 
of living of the masses, which are poverty stricken 
and half-starved everywhere in spit e of the amazing 
advance i n techni c al knowledge , then there could be 
( 
no talk of a surplus capital... But then 
capitalism would not be capitalism; for 
unevenness of development and semi - starvation 
o f the masses are fundamental, inevitable 
c onditions and prerequisites of this method 
of production. As long as capitalism remains 
c apitalism , surplus capital will never be used 
for the purpose of raising the standard of 
living of the masses, for this would mean a 
decrease in profits for the capitalists; 
instead it will be used to increase profits 
by exporting the c apital abrocid, to backward 
countries 11 75. 
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Following Hilferding 76 , Lenin related imperialism to the growth 
of monopoly. Capitalist imperialism, said Lenin, was an 
economic result of the replacement of free competition by 
monopoly which led to th e monopolistic c ontrol of other 
t erritories by the advanced capitalist nations . The 
" essential features" of imperialism were as follows: 
, 
"The c oncentration of producti on and capital, 
developed to such a hi"gh stage that it has 
c reated monopolies which play a decisive role 
in economic life. 
Th e merging ·of bank capital with industrial 
capital and the creation, on the basis of this 
' fin ance capital ' o f a financial oliga rchy. 
The export of capit al, as distinguished from 
the export of commodities, becomes of 
particularly great importance. 
Internat ional monopoly combines of capitalists 
ar e formed which divide up th e world . 
The territorial division of the world by the 
g reatest capitalist powers is completed 11 77 . 
In thei r quest for raw materials, market s, and areas for 
investment , t h e advanced capitalist nat ions thus brought into 
their sphere of influenc e the l ess developed areas of the world . 
Violat ion of national independence and nation oppres sion 
followed. 
For Lenin, there fore , imperialism was a "parasit ic or decaying 
capitali sm 117 8 , 1 ' the highest stage of capitalism". 
" •••• But they ( the Western European c apitalist 
countries ) are consummat ing it (their development 
towards socialism) not as we formerl y expected. 
Th ey are not consummating it throug h the gradu al 
' maturing ' of soci alism, but through the 79 
. exploitation of some countr i es by others • .••• " • 
-·---
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Lenin's theory of monopoly and his emphasis on the unevenness 
of rl evelopment as a source of contradictions for c apitalism 
once it had become a world system are important parts of his 
contribution to nee-Marxist thought on development and 
und erdevelopment. 
Lenin saw capitalist development as proceeding inevitably 
through a pattern of antagonisms and contradictions. The 
hi s tory of col onial expan~ion was for him an expression of this 
pattern. "The vast diversity of economic and political 
condi tions, the extreme disparity in the rate of growth o f the 
var fous coun t ries, the frenzied struggles among the impe rialist 
st a t es would inevitably sharpen contradictions whi ch would seek 
a solution in force. Capitalism itself gradually provides 
the v anquished with the ways and means for their emancipat ion 11 80 • 
Unlike many earlier ~ arxists , Lenin attr i buted an ind ependent 
weight and rol e to the c oJonised world in the movement toward 
socialism81 • He d emonstrated that the spread of capitalism 
involving as it d?es the export of ~apital , des troys the 
traditional pat tern o f group rel ations and culture and, 
simult aneously, puts these societies in the fore front of th e 
class struggle - thi s because Western workers had to some 
extent b een "bought off" by their ris ing standard of living 
which was made possible by colonial exploitat ion82 • Lenin 
believed that the economic advancement of the capitalist states 
was accompanied by a high degree of ant i-capitalist political 
consciousnes s characterisod by a three- s i ded cl a ss struggle 
involving traditional ru le, the bourgeoisie, and the proletariat. 
During Wor ld War I Le nin came t o regard the "bourgeois 
re·,rc,lution " as only an intermediary and s hort -lived stage in 
the political libera tion of the underdeveloped nations. The 
"uninterrupted revolution" wou ld ensur e the rapi d transition 
from feudalism into socialism. In Russia, national 
c:r .. ::..nc- i !)ation required the breaki ng of associations with 
imperialist powers through the s eizure of power by the 
proletariat . Lenin continued to believe that it would be 
necess ary to obt ain ass i stance f rom the West , but in 1923 he 
made hi s famous remark t hat: "Ul timately , the outcome of the 
struggl e will b e sett led by the fact that Russia, India , 
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China, etc., constitute the vast majority of t he wor ld's 
population 11 83 • This is the bas is and justi ficat ion of what 
contemporary Marxist-Leninists call the ''non-capitalist mode 
of development " led by the working cl ass , and the basis o f the 
rej e ction o f the wes tern experience o f industrialisation a s 
being irrelevant to the needs of countries now in an under -
developed s tate . We shall discuss later , in greater detail, 
the call for political revolution led by the working class as a 
first necessary step fo r the industrial development of under-
developed countries - an i dea which is echoed in the works of 
nee-Marxists such as Baran and Frank. 
Another of Lenin 's i deas - the famous notion of a "labour 
aristocracy" - prefigured the later revolution in Marxism84 • 
Summing up the debat es of the 1907 Stuttgart Congres s where 
the idea of a "socialis t colonia l policy" was supported by 
f 
some delegates , Lenin not ed. that : " •••••• as a result of an 
expensive colonial policy the Eur opea n proletariat has part ly 
reached a situation where it i s not its work that maintains the 
whole of society but that o f practically ens lave d natives of 
the colonies 1185 • 
Trotsky , b efore Lenin, had also a ttributed an independent role 
to the und erdeve lope d wor ld by claiming that th e proletariat 
could herald the dawn of a socialist order without there having 
been a period of domination by the bourgeoisie. Trotsky 
was, in fac t , the first to break radical ly with Marx's 
conception of revolutionary historical development. As 
mentioned above, Mar x believed that just as the feuda l stage 
in the development o f society had been marked by the domination 
of the nobil ity, so the capitalis t stage would be characterised 
by the dominat ion of the bourgeoisie. Likewise the bourgeois 
democratic revolution which involved the transition from 
feudalism to capitalism would be carried out by the bourgeoisie. 
In the bourgeois democratic revolution the proletariat would 
support the bourgeoisie until the time came to terminate the 
capitalist system wit h a socialist workers' revolution. In 
1905 Trotsky broke with this conception. He postulated his 
theory of the "permanent revolution", (or 'law of combined 





r e volut ion would take place under the leadership of the 
proi~tariat and which would immediately transform the 
democratic revolution into a socialist revolution. It 
was not necessary to pass through the "classical" cycl e of 
western European progress. "Savages throw away their bows 
and arrows for rifl es all at once, without travelling the road 
which l ay between those two weapons in the past. 1186 • It is 
because o f Trotsky's theory of " permanent revolution" that 
Trotskyi tes have been prominent among contemporary Marxists 
/ who have given a greater weight to the underde\l'::~oped world. 
Another t radit ional Marxist whose work is o f part icular 
importance to nee-Marxist theories of development and under-
development is Antonioni Gramsci ( 1891-1937). Gramsci 
recognised t he b ackwardness of I taly and the acc ompanying 
weakness of its soci al order as providing possibilities f or 
a revolutionary'movement . He was the first Italian Marxist 
l eader to emphasise the agr~rian question in genera l and the 
q uest ion of the Mezzogiorno ( the underdeveloped South ) in 
particular. Hi s des c ription of the relationship b etween 
the North and the South of Italy is of immense i mportance for 
n e e -Marxists such as Baran, Frank, Griffin , and others: 
''Th e povert~ of the Mezzogiorno was historically 
' inexplicab l e' for the popular masses in t h e 
North; they did not understand that uni ty had 
not taken place on the basis of equal ity, but as 
h egemony of the North over the Mezzog iorno in a 
terr itorial version of the town-country relation-
ship - in other words, that the North c onc rete ly 
was an ' octonus ' which enriched itself at the 
expense of th e South, and that its economic-
industrial increment was in direct proport ion t o 
th e i mpoveri shment of the e c onomy and the 
agriculture of the South . The ordinary ma n 
f rom Northern Italy thought rather that, if the 
Mezzogiorno made no progres s after having been 
l iberated fr om the fetters which the Bourbon 
regime placed in the way of modern development , 
t his meant that the causes of the poverty were 
n ot external, to be sought in objective economi c 
and political conditions, but internal, innate in 
t he population of the South - and this all the more 
s ince there was a deeply root ed be lief in the great 
natur a l we a l th of the ter rain. Ther e only 
rem~ine d one explanation - the organic incapac ity 
o f the inhabitants , their barbarity , their 
b iological i nferiority. Th ese already widespr ead 
opinions (Neapolitan 'vagabondry ' is a l egend which 
goes back a long way ) were consolidated and a ctually 
theorised by the sociologists of pos itivism • • • , 
acqui ring the strength of 'scientific t ruth' in a 
period of superstition about sci ence . Thus 
a polemic arose between North and South on the 
subject of race, and about the superiority or 
inferiori ty of North and South ..... Meanwhile , 
in the North there persisted the b elief that the 
Mezzogiorno was a 'ba l l and chain' for Italy, 
t he conviction that the modern indus trial 
civilis ation of Northern Italy would have made 
great e r progress without this 'ball and chain' 
etc."87 . 
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Gramsc i insis ted that the proletarian r evolution was bound up 
with th e se probl ems and, therefore, with the peasantry. The 
revolutionary impulse, he says, orig inates in the cities but. 
depends on support from the rural areas. 
Few other figures can find extended treatme nt here but it is 
important to note that colonial affil iates of the Comintern 
did quest ion th e secondary position to which the colonies were 
relegated by Mar xist theory and Comintern practice. At the 
Fourth Congress 'o f the Communist International ( 1922), the 
Indian delegat e, M.N . Roy, cipposed Lenin's conception of the 
revolutionary potential of the colonial bourgeoisie and stressed 
the necessity for support from the Western proletariat: 
"Although in •••• (the Eas tern ) countries the 
bourg e oisi e leads the struggle, it does not 
direct the struggle against feuda lism. It 
carries on the struggl e o f a weak , underdeveloped 
and oppress e d bourgeois ie agains t a powerful and 
highly deve loped b ourgeoisie ••• •• 
•.•.• Consequent ly, the nationalist revolutionary 
movement, in thes e countri es where millions and 
millions o f human beings aspire to national 
liberation, and want to fr ee themselves 
economically and politically fr om imperialism, 
••.• cannot achieve victory under the leadership 
of the bourgeoisie ••••• 
•••• Side by side wi th the united front of the 
workers of the Wes tern countries, we must 
orgunise an anti-colonialist united front in 
th e coloni al and s emi -colonial countries •••• 
Th e organisation o f this :frc1? t ••.• cannot be 
carried out under t he leadership of the 
bourgeois parties. We must therefore 
develop our part ies in thes e countries, in ord er 
to take charge of th e leadership and the 
organisati on of this front 11 88. 
A letter from the Communists of Sidi-bel-Abbes supported 
Roy's position : 
"The communist sect ion of Sidi-bel-Abbes considers 
that the l iberat ion if t he native proletariat of 
North Africa wi ll b e the fruit only of the 
revolution in the mother c ountry, and that the 
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best way in which to 'aid •• •• every liberating 
movement' in our colony is not to 'abandon' 
this colony, ••••• but on the cont rary to remain 
there, on condition that the Communist Party •• • 
multiplies it s propaganda in favour of trade-
unioni sm, communism and the co-operat ive system, 
in order to create in the whole country a state 
of mi nd and a social framework which will perhaps 
be able, when communism triumphs in France, to 
facilitate its establishment in North Africa"89. 
Two years later, at the Fifth Congr-ess, Nguyen Ai Quoc 
( Ho Chi Minh) accus ed the congress of neglecting the 
colonies which, he claimed, were actually the centre of the 
revolution: 
"Forgive me for being so bold , Comrades, but I 
feel obliged to tell you that, on hearing the 
speeches of comrades from the met~opolitan 
countries , I gained the impression that they all 
wanted to kill the serpent by beating its tail. 
All of you know that at present the poison and 
vital capacity of the imperialist viper are 
concentrated in the coloni8S rather than in the 
metropolitan countries~ The colonies provide 
raw materials for its factories. The colonies 
supply soldiers for its army. The colonies will 
serve it as a mainstay of counter-revolution. 
And yet you,. in speaking of the revolution, neglect 
the colonies! 11 90. 
However, a different strategy was advocated by the Tartar 
communist Sulta~ Gal iev who, originally Assistant Commissar 
for Nationalities under Stalin, was expelled from the 
Communist par ty in 1923 for "nationalist deviations". He 
expressed the view that there was a fundamental difference 
between the proletariats of the West and of the East and that 
the two were irreconcil able. "The Musl im people", he said, 
"are proletarian nat ions ", and, "the national movement of the 
Muslim countries has the character o f a socialist revolution 1191 • 
Sultan Galiev distinguished between the Western proletariat as 
a class and the Eastern nations which, because of the economic 
relations with the metropoles, were entirely proletarian. He 
be::i..~ ~ved that a prol etar ian revolution in the West would not 
alter the r elations of domination the West had with the East 
for, he said, the Western proletariat would mechanically 
inherit the attitude of the class which it had, insofar as 
national questions were concerned . The only solution for 
the East was to substitute for these relations o f domination a 
dictatorshi p of the proletarian nations of the East over the 
form er colonial powers of the Wes t 92 • 
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The roots of nco-Marxist thought on development and under-
development are to be foun~ in traditional Marxism. 
However, certain elements have been rejected while others 
have been accepted. The relationship between traditional 
Marxist and nee-Marxist though t on this topic will be 
discussed in Chapter II. 
t 
"Come, then, comrades , t he European game has 
finally ended; we must find some thing different . 
We today can do everything, so long as we do 
not imitate Europe, so l ong as we are not 
obsessed by the desi re to catch up with Europe ••• 
•••• Two centuries ago, a former European 
colony decided to catch up with Europe . It 
succeeded so well that the United States of 
America became a monster, in which the taints, 
the sickness and the inhuman ity of Europe have 
grown to app_alling dimensions" 
(Frantz Fanon, The Wretche d of t he Earth,pp312 /3) 
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CHAPTER TWO. 
NEO-MARXISM. IT S DISTINCTIVE FEATURES. 
Neo-Marxist a pproaches to development and underdevelopment do 
not have thei r roots only in traditional Marxism; they were 
also formulated as a r eaction a gainst conve ntional western 
theories of d evelopment. The overriding criticism l evelled 
at "modernisation" theories i s tha t they are ideological - not 
in the sense of being policy-pres criptive (indeed, neo-Marxist 
theories are policy-pres criptive ) but i n the Marxist sense of 
being normative concepts which in a · mystified way serve the 
interests of some class. Bourgeois 1 development theory 
purports to b e a value-free sci ence; von der Mehden and Young, 
for example, cl a im to have fo rmulated a non-ideological "science 
of development 112 • Neo-Marxists, howe'V(Er, have exposed 
"modernisation" as an essenti a lly evaluative term, intentionally 
or otherwise, r eflecting western pre judices and serving 
western econo~ic and foreig n policy interests. 
"Modernisation" theorists tend to assume that each "under-
developed" society, an enc losed , self-contained entity, evolves 
through various ·stages en route to the "modern" society, 
propelled by some entel e chy called the "will to be modern 113 • 
"Modernisation" is the process of evolution from one polarity, 
a " traditional" or "undevelope d" state, to the other polarity, 
the "modern" or "developed " state. The mode l for modern 
society is of course id e ntical with the industrialised, 
democratised, bureaucratised, and rationalised American and 
Western European societies of the 1950's - " Western complex 
syst ems 114 , as Almond and Colema n define them. One bourgeois 
theorist has explicitly define d modernisation as: "the process 
of change towards thos e types of social, economic and political 
systems that have developed in Wes tern Europe and North America 
from the seventeenth c e ntury to the nineteenth and have then 
· spread to other European countries and in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries to the South Amer ican, Asian and African 
continents 115 • It is argued by "modernisation" theorists 
that the polarities of "traditional" and "modern" societies 
• 
are " empirical generalisations 116 • 
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However, Brett c lear ly 
points o ut that th e y are "deliberately and systematically 
selective". The image of a "modern" society, he says , is 
based on "experience in th e functioning democratics " but 
"leaves out or treats as aberrations societies like: Naz i 
Germany, which were undoubtedly Western and complex but hardly 
conformed to supposedly universal modern norms in much of their 
public and private behaviour.. .. And Western complex systems 
must certainly number Auschwitz, Hiroshima and Vietnam among 
their achievements" 
7
• In addition, given bourgeois 
definitions of "modern " and "traditional" it can be shown that 
behaviour in "modern" societies is as much determined by 
"traditional" as "modern" norms, and vice versa8 • The 
polarities, therefore, represent ideological beliefs about how 
people ought to behave. They are not derived from an 
observation of empirical reality, but from a ''logically prior 
value syst em which determine s what the observer is to see and 
count and what he is to ig nore " 9 • 
These then are the philos~phical implications of conventional 
western th eories of development , the details of which have been 
cogently criticised by numerous Marxist as well as non-Marxis t 
scholars 10 • .Frank, for example, in his seminal paper 
on The Sociology of Development and Underd evelopment of Sociolog? 
clearly demons-trates that three major "modernisation" 
approaches - the "ideal typical index approach", "the 
diffusionist approach", and the "psychological approach 1112 -
are all empirically inaccurate, the oretically inadequate, and 
policywise ineffectual. His final comment on conventional 
western theories of development is as follows: 
"To render the rea l signi ficance and value of 
this highly d evel oped conventional wisdom still 
clearer, we may characterise it •••• by the 
caricature o f the twin mythological supports of 
the society that produced it •••• ; Santa Claus and 
Sigmund Freud... How are the people in the 
undeveloped countr ies to achi eve economic 
development ? By waiting for Christmas and 
then accepting the gi ft of diffusion from Santa 
Claus in the North . What gift does Santa 
Claus bear for the peoples of the underdeveloped 
countries? The latest message from Sigmund 
Freud. If only the people of the mythically 
characterised underdeveloped world will, as we 
did, learn to worship at the altar of these twin 




It is not our intention to add to this body of c ri tical 
li terature14 • However, it is impor tant to point out that 
within nee-Marxism ' s negative, critical role lie its positive, 
distinctive features which, of course, attempt to correct the 
errors made by "modernisation" theorists. 
As mentioned above conventional theorists see each "undeveloped" 
or "traditiona l" soci e ty as an isolated self-contained entity. 
Following Marx, the nee-Marxists insist that world systems must 
be understood as a t otality, a simple integrated unit. As 
Lukacs points out wit h regard to orthodox Marxism: "Only 
in •••• (the) context which sees the isolated facts of social 
life as aspects of the historical process and integrates them 
in a totality, can knowledge of the facts hope to become 
knowledge of reality1115 • Baran, who may be regarded as 
the founding father of the neo-Marxist school , stresses the 
importance of, perceiving the capi talist worl d as an integrated 
unit. Highly develope~ capitalist societies, he says, 
"represent •.•• only one aspect of the g eneral landscape of 
contemporary capitalism . Its other and no less significant 
component is the larg e segment of the 'fiee world' that is 
16 usually referred to as underdeveloped" • 
Writing on contemporary imper:Lalis m, Magdoff notes that: "if 
we want to understand what capitalist imperialism is all about, 
we had better pay att e ntion to the mechanics and dynamics of 
capitalism as it really is, i.e. capital ism as a world syst em 111 7 , 
and: "the s eparate part s must be understood in the context of 
their interrelations with the social organism of world monopoly 
capitalism. Further, it is important to recognise the 
essential unity of the economics, politics, militarism, and 
culture of this social organism1118 • 
i I 
Pierre Jall~e writes that : ''An analysis of present day capitalisw 
should not be limited to the features it exhibits in highly 1 
industrialised countri e s. Such a narrow view ignores the 
fact that imperialism is, more than ever, a world~wide system 





tribute pillaged from the Third World 1119 • 
Following Baran , Frank s ets up his schema o f a chain of 
metropolis-satellite rel at ions: " ••• • a whole chain of 
constellations of metropoles and satellites relates al l parts 
of the whole system •••• 1120 • The chain ranges from the "wor ld 
metropolis of which a·11 are satellites 1121 and "which is no one' s 
satellite1122 to the landl e ss l abourer who is no one 's 
metropolis. The intermediate units (na tions, capital cities, 
regional and local centres, l arge land-owners and merchants, 
small peasants and tenants) function simultaneously as 
metropol es and satellites: 
" •••• each of the satellites •••• • serves as an 
instrument to suck capital or e conomi c surplus 
out of its own satellites and t o channe l part 
of this surplus to the world metropolis of which 
all are satellites. Moreover, each national 
and local ,metropol is serves to impose and maintain 
the monopol is tic st r ucture and exploitative 
relationship o f thi s system ••• • as long as it 
serves the interests of the rnetropo les which 
take advant age of this global, national, and local 
structure to promote _their own development and 
the enrichme nt of their ruling classes 11 23. 
Frank's model of metropolis -satellit e reJa:ions may be, as 
de Kadt claims ~tis, "disturbingly oversimplified 1124 • 
However, insofar as it heightens our awareness of the unity of 
modern history, it is valuable. 
This brings us to anothe r distinguishing feature of nee-Marxism -
its emphasis on the specific his tori cal experiences of those 
societies which are today underdeveloped. This contrasts 
radically with the approach taken by conventional western 
theorists who label all underdeveloped societies as "traditional" 
or "undeveloped". They assume that underdevelopment is an 
original, unmediated state , a stage of histo~y through which the. 
now developed countries passed long ago, a state of backwardness 
prior to capitalism . They bl ame the persistence of under-
development on the fundamental, in:1e..r..·ent weakness of the 
"traditional" economy and the inabi lity of the "traditional" 
community to adapt that economy or to forsake it in favour of 
the market economy. Thus, much development theory is a 
\ -
variation of the theme that "the poor are poor because they are 
lazy". Conventional de velopment theory fails to recognise 
that the position of the underdevel oped countries cannot 
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v a lidly b e compared with t ha t of pr e-industrial Europe, a nd 
that these countri es a re underd e vel oped precis e ly because the 
metropolit a n countries ar e deve lope d. 
Neo-Marxis m, on th e other h a nd, by stre ssing the actual, 
historical e xperience s of par ticular underdeve loped countries, 
is able to combat th e se simplisti c assumptions. Neo-Marxism 
emphasises the role p layed by the now developed countries in 
unde rdeveloping what are now the u nderdevelo ped countries. As 
such, they have th e i r roots in traditional Marxist theories 
of imperialism which emphasise the parasitic and d es tructive 
nature of colonialism. As mentioned earlier , Marx was well 
aware of colonialism as a relation of unequal partners, one of 
whom develops at the expense of the other (or others), a theme 
which was expanded and developed by Luxemburg, Lenin, and others. 
Among the neo-Marxists, Frank is particularly explicit about 
the creation by d eveloped societies of underdevelopment. He 
cl a ims that since most _studies of development and underdevelop-
ment do not ta~e account o f the historical relations between the 
metropolis and its economic colonies they fail to account for 
the simultaneous generation of development and underdevelopment 25 • 
However, by streising the role of historical research, Frank is 
able to dem onstrate that: 
" • •••• underd evelopment is not original or traditional 
and • ••• neither the past nor present of the 
underd e veloped countries resembles in any important 
respect the pa st of the now developed countries. 
The now developed coun tries were never underdeveloped, 
though they may have b e en undeveloped • 
••• . c ontempor ary underdevelopment is in larg e part 
the historical product of past and continuing 
economic and other relations between the satellite 
underd e veloped and the now developed metropolitan 
countries 1126. 
Moreover, in his his t orical studies o f Chile and Brazil, 
Frank has shown that the s atell ites experience their greatest 
economic developmen t if and when their ties to their metropolis 
are weakest. Thi s thesis is totally opposed to the 
conventional thesis that deve lopment in underdeveloped countries 
follows from contact with and diffusion from the developed 
metropolitan countries . Following from this Frank asserts 
that if the metropolis experiences a crisis or set of crises, 27 
when it recovers, it re-establishes ties with its satellites 
and fully re-incorporates them into its system. The 
metropolis may also expand to incorporate into its system 
prp,riously isolated areas, choking off or channe lling into 
unpromising direct ions the previous developments of these 
regions. Another of Frank ' s major theses , derived from 
his studies of Chi lean a n d Brazilian history, is that the 
regions which are today the most underdeveloped are the ones 
which had the clos est ties to the me tropolis in the past. 
These regions were the greatest e xporters of primary products 
to and the largest sources of capital for the metropolis. 
The Brazili a n Nord este , for exampl e , now an "ultra-under-
developed" region, was at one time characterised by "super-
satellite d e velopment " - " •• • development occurred where 
there was poverty, and underdeve lopme nt occurre d where th e re 
·was wealth 1128 • This thesis also contradicts the conventional 
thesis that the roots of a region's underdevelopment lie in 
its isolation fr om the mainstream of world economic activities. 
Thus, for Frank, underdevelopment is largely the historical 
product of relations between the now underdeveloped satellite 
and the develope~ metropolis. He claims, moreover, that 
the se relations wer e a n es sential part of the structure and 
evolution of the capital ist system on a world scale: " ••• (the) 
present underdevelopmen t o f Latin America is the result of 
centuries-long participation in the process of world 
capitalist development 1129 , '' ••••• unde rdevelopment was and 
still is generated by the very same historical process which 
also generat ed economic d evelopment: the development of 
c apitalism itsel.f1130 • Howe ver , Laclau argues that Frank's 
analysis of the development of underdevelopment as being 
integrally related to the devel opment of capitalism itself 
is inaccurate 31 • Laclau argues that Frank's interpretation 
d epends too much on the pro ces s of exchange and too littl e on 
the study of the underl ying mode of production which up to recent 
times can often be shown to be pre-capitalist. Laclau 
points out that the structural conditions of capitalism did 
not exist in sixteenth century Europe when, according to Frank, 




"Free" labour was b y no means the rule at that stage: 
"The ex.Lstence of a powerful commercial cl ass 
which greatly enl arged its stock of capital through 
overseas trade did not in the least modify the 
decisive fact that this capital was accumul ated 
by the abs orption of an e c onomic surplus 
produced throu gh labour relationships very 
different from those of free labour 11 33 . 
Proceeding from here, Laclau attacks Frank's assertion that 
the soci-economic c omplexes of Latin America h ave been 
capitalist since the Conquest period: 
"In regions with den se indigen ous popul ations ••• 
the direct producers were not d espoiled of their 
ownershi p of th e means of producti on, while 
extra-economic coercion to maximise v arious 
systems of lab our service ••• was progres sively 
intens ified . In the plantations of the West 
Indies, the economy was based on a mode of 
product ion c onsti tuted by slave lab6ur , while 
in the mining areas ther e deve l oped disguised 
forms of slavery a nd other types of fo rced 
labour which bore not t he slightest resembl ance 
to the format i on of a ca pitalist proletariat . 
Only in the Pampas of Argent ina , in Uruguay, and 
in other similar small areas where no ind i genous 
population' had pr:e-viousl y existed - or where it 
had been very scarce and was rapidly wiped out -
did settl ement as s ume c apitalist forms from the 
b e ginning, which were t hen a ccentuated by the 
massive immigration of the 19th ~entury . But 
these regions were very remote from the dominant 
pattern in La tin America •.• 11 34. 
i· 
However, Laclau do e s not seek to support the political strategies , 
criticised by Frank . He in tends r ather to devel op a pr e cis e 
and scientific accoun t of Latin Amer i can social formations which 
can inform a Marxist an a lysis of cont emporar y imperialism. 
The n e o-Marxists ' emphasis on a ctual historical experiences has 
pinpointed the inadequa cies of the "dual society" thesis . This 
thesis regards societies and economies as being composed of two 
broad and largel y ind ependent sectors - "capitalist" and 
"non-capitalis t", or " modern" and "traditional". The two 
separate sectors are h eld to be radically different. The 
"modern"is rece ptive to chang e , is market-orientated, and 
follows profit maximising behaviour , whereas the "traditional" 
is stagnant, produces for subsistenc e , has little market 
contact, and d oes not foll ow profit maximising b e haviour. 
According to W. A. Lewis and others, the relations between the 
two sectors consist of the provision by the "traditional" 
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s ector of an unlimited supply of labour t o t h e advan ced sector~ 
Frank s h ows that the du a list model underestimat es the degree 
of accumulation in peasant enterprises and t he degree of 
commerci al isation possible in rural a reas. Moreove r, the 
dual i st model disto rts by oversimpl ificat ion the re l a tions whic h 
exist between the t wo sectors it posit s 35 • Frank belie v e s 
that the dualis t model is thus s t atic and a-histo rical: 
"that t he entire ' dual ' society thes is is fal s e 
and that t h e policy recommend a t i ons to which it 
leads wil l, if acted upon, serve on ly to int ensify 
and perpetuate the very condit i ons of underdevelopme n t 
they ar e s u pposedly designed to remedy 11 36. 
In his critiqu e of Frank's theory , La cl a u has written that: 
"Frank' s c riticism o f the dual i s t the sis and his 
consequent insistence that Latin American societies 
have alwa ys constitu ted a c ompl ex i nte rnally 
structured by, and f u l+Y integrated into market 
economy, a re indisputably convincing a nd corr e ct 11 37. 
And Arrighi, in his critiqu e of Frank's the ory, has written 
that Frank's thesis " that c apitalism h as often d e veloped 
through, rath e r than in opposition to, n on-capitalist relations 
of production f, is an assumption t h a t "by · and large ••••• (is) 
val idated also by ••••• ( his) research on some African experiences 
II 38 . . . . . . 
The neo-Marxist emphas is on actu a l historical experiences, 
opposed as it is to th e convent ional hi s torical category of 
"traditionalism", has thus o nce and for all destroye d the 
illusion of the "dual" society . 
Other neo-Marxists such as Magd o f f, Jali e e, and Emmanuel have 
emphasised the study o f a ctual h i storica l experiences in their 
studies of imperialism (or of 'modern', or 'new', imperialismf: 
But before going on t o discuss n e o-Marxist interpretations of 
imperialism, it is n eces sary to look at the attention paid by 
neo-Marxists to economi cs. On this score there is no 
dis agreement with non-Mar xists . For them too, d~velopment 
is primarily economic, b ut a lth ough both Marxists and non-
Marxists emphasise economics , t heir p e rspectives are entirely 
different. This d ifference in perspective is particularly 
evident in th e ir respe ctive attitudes towards "aid". 
Non-Marxist s tend to s e e aid a s a levelling mechanism designed 
to reduce internationa l inequal ities by disturbing the free 
play of marke t forces. 40 Marxists, on the other hand, see 
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aid as a "surplus-sucking" mecha nism, intensifying stagnation 
and r epress ion in underdeveloped countries. Pierre Jall ee, 
for example , claims that aid to the Third World , apart from 
being a kind of alibi, a way of cleansing guilty consciences 
concerning the exploitation of the Third Wor ld, is "both a 
pittance and a mirage 1141 • He demonstrates that the total 
aid "given" by the developed capital ist worl d to the under-
developed nations amounts to a "not very impressive tota1 1142 ; 
that the procl aimed targ ets are "niggardly11 4 3 and will probably 
not be reached; and that even the most optimistic projections 
would be incapab le of ensur ing the "take-off1144 of the economies 
of the underdev~loped countries. He als o points to the 
ideological motivations behind "giving" aid, quoting President 
Kennedy as having said that the purpose of foreign aid is 
"to help the underdeveloped countries of Asia, 
Africa and Latin Ameri c a to modernize themselves, 
and to sa feguard t heir l iberty and freed om of 
choice; to make possible the creation of new 
links between the Atlantic Communi ty and the 
Third World, and to defend the front i ers of the 
free wor1d e verywhere 11 45. 
Thus aid becomes a means of bolstering the capitalist system46 
C.P. Hensman supports J allee 's outlook while emphasising the 
role played by military-industrial complexes in "aid-giving": 
"Advanced electronic devices, chemical and 
biological weapons, nuclear weapons and other 
means of terror and dest ruct ion are b eing 
prepared, ·at immense cost, for use against ••••• 
the 'Communist menace '.... The 'adva nced' 
technology of the industrialised countries is 
not .there to aid th em (the peoples of the Third 
World) in the struggle for development but to 
crush and terroris e them . The well-remunerated 
and expert skills o f scientists, indus tr ial 
workers and propagandist s are mobilis ed against 
them. While th e rhetoric in the 'aid'-giving 
nations speaks of heart-felt concern and 
altruistic service, the realit y is a deadly war 
against the poor invol vin~ invas ion, occupation, 
torture and devastation .4 "· 
But to get back to our discussion of imperialism and the study 
of history - Magdoff contrasts " speculative ' hypotheses about 
the necessity of imperial ism" with "the actual course of history" 
and compl,iments those " who dig d eeply to find the roots, and the 
modes of operation of imperialism1148 • 




in neo-Marxist thought have shifted cons iderab] y 
from traditiona l Marxism. Although , as we have shown, 
Lenin and Trotsky attributed an ind ependent weight and role 
to the colonis ed world, thP~ were primarily concerned with 
Europe and parti cularly, wit h inter-imperialist rivalry, rather 
than with the effects of imperialism on its victims. Neo-
Marxism, however, is primarily concerned with the exact 
historical nature of i mperialism as it affects those upon whom 
it is imposed - a shift of emphasis which of course coincides 
with the emerg ence of the dependent world as a force in its own 
right. 
However , the major concerns of traditional Marxist theories of 
imperialism are carried into the n eo-Marxist realm. Like 
traditional Marxists b efore him Magdoff argues that the under-
developed countries are of crucial importance to the West. 
To the question: "Is imperialism really neces sary?", he replies 
that imperialism is so intertwine d with the history and 
resulting structure of modern capitalist society that this 
question is in the same category as, for example,: "Is it 
necessary for the United States to keep Texas and New Mexico?", 
or: "Is Manhatt?-n neces sary for the United States? 1150 • He 
points out that the reacti ons of imperialist states to the 
decisions of the Soviet Union and China to break their trade 
and investment ties with the West support his argument that 
the underdeveloped count r ies are of crucial importance to the 
West 51 • The advanced capitalist countries adjusted to thes e 
decisions and have mad e considerable economic progress, but, 
says Magdoff, 
"these adjustments h ave in no way lessened the 
intensity of the counter-revolutionary thrust 
of imperialist states , by wars and other means, 
directed ( a) to preventing a further narrowing 
down of the territory in which they can freely 
trade and invest, and (b) to reconquering the 
space lost to the i mperialist world . Nor has 
this counter-revolutionary activity, which began 
during the first days of the Bolshevik Revolution, 
diminished since the United States took the reins 
as leader and organiser of the capitalist world 11 52. 
Defining imperialism as: "the internal practices and relations 
of the capitalist world during the distinct stage of mature 
capitalism that begins in the last quarter of the nineteenth 








e n terprises in underdeveloped areas is generally a response 
to t hree motives: ( 1) to obtain and maintain larger markets , 
(2) to obtain higher profits by taking advantage of lower 
production costs, and (3) to achieve control over sources of 
food and raw materials . He s tres ses the role of und er-
developed countries as sources of raw mater i als but notes that 
the drive for the control of fore ign resources extends beyond 
dependency: " •••• (this ) can be seen in the way U.S. 
corporations sought, fought for, and obtained exploration and 
development right s for oil, copper, and other minerals when the 
Unit ed States was blessed with a surplus of these minerals 1154 • 
Profit alone , says Magdoff , has been a sufficient motive for 
initiating many concerns in the underdeve loped world, but 
" •• • • the investment in raw mat er ials by monopolistic-type 
firms has added a new dimension - a dimension which goes a 
long way to exp laining what the era o f modern imperialism is 
all about 1155 • In fact, the creation of mono pol istic-type 
firms, with their concentration of economic power , became 
possible in m~ny cas es precisely becaus e pf the control wielded 
b y these firms over sourc~s of raw materials . 
Pierre Jallee analyzes imperialism from a perspective similar 
to that of Magdoff . In The Pillag~ of the Th ird World (which 
has been called a ' supplement' to Lenin's Imperialism, the 
Highest Stage of Capitalism56 ) Jallee demonstrates that in 
spite of the termination of old colonial ties , the metropolit an 
areas of the world continue to exploit the underd eveloped areas. 
In fact, " ••.• in th e very peak period of politica l decolonisa-
tion imperialist exploitation not only persists but is b ecoming 
harsher 115 7 • The international division of labour increases; 
t he industrialised capitalist countries produce and expor t an 
inc reasing volume of manufac tured goods while the underdevel oped 
c ountries produce and export an increasing volume of prima ry 
products . Terms of trade continu e to be unfavourable f or the 
underdeveloped world and the purpos e of investing private capita l r 
i n the u nderdeveloped world rem a ins the extraction of the highest · 
possible rate of profit , mainly by gaining control over acc e ss 
to raw materials . Thus, writes Jallee., "The sun of 
imperial ism still glares down on t he most impoverished half of 
t h e plane t , rather more fiercely t h an before 11 58 • 
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Jall ee pays attention to two aspects of imperialism which were 
emphas ised by Lenin but which, says Jallee, are no longer 
characteristics of imperialism in the 1950 ' s and 1960 's ( and, 
it seems , the 1970's ). As we have seen , Lenin attributes 
particular i mportance to the export of capital to under -
developed countries . Jallee, however , notes that from the 
1950's private investments flowing from the advanced count ries 
to the Third World have tended to stagnate or grow very s lowly, 
while the movement of private capital among the advanced 
countri es has increased rapidly. Brie fly , the reas ons for 
this are firstly that enterpri s es i n the Third World do not 
necessarily yi eld a higher rate of profit than those in the 
industrialis ed countries (skill ed labour and advanced technology 
in the industrial ised countr ies give ris e to high productivi ty ), 
and secondly poli t i cal instability in the underdeveloped wor ld 
causes 'uncertainty' am ong investors . . Jallee emphasis es the 
fact that inves tment by advanced capitalist count ries in the 
Third World mostly relat e to raw materials. In this r espect 
says Jallee ( agreeing with Magdoff) the Third World is of crucial 
importance to the advanced· capitalist countries because th e 
latter cannot do without the raw materials found in the Thi rd 
World. But more importantly, he points out that imperialism 
is more concernea with trading with the Third World than 
investing capital in it: 
'' •••• imperialism c annot do without ma ny of the basic 
products and raw materials of the underdeveloped 
countries.... Neither can imperialism do without 
its sales to the Third World which provide almost one 
quarter of its total exports. • ••• such investments 
as are still made in the s econdary industries of the 
Third World are determined solely by market cons id-
erations. If it were always possible to k eep a 
safe hold on markets already conquered and acquire 
new ones, solely with the products of its own 
undertakings in the metropolitan countries, imperialisD 
would operate in this way and neglect the industr i es 
of the Third World eve n more than it does at present 11 59 . 
The second aspect of Lenin's theory which Jallee says no longer 
holds is Lenin's assertion that · 11 international monopol y 
combines of capitalists are formed which divide up the world 1i 60 
Jallee disputes this assertion by pointing out that although 
preferential zones still exist and although there are still 
special links between the former metropolitan countries and 
the formally decolonised world, the relationships implied i n these 
arrangements are declining in importance: 
"There is hardly a newly i ndependent state tha t 
doe s not want to divers i f y its trade channe l s and 
mos t have met wi t h definite , i f modest , s u ccess 
in this field. ... Du r ing the i mperialist period 
it was extremely unu~ ual for any e nterpri s e which 
was not French t o be set up in a ny terr i t or y of 
the French Empire . Only French enterpris es 
were estab l ished under the prot e c t ion of the 
tricolore d f l ag. Today t h e contrary frequentl y 
occurs in the franc zone. It is a l s o common 
for interna tional capital to unite in a singl e 
inves tment . When Simca a nd Fiat c ombine with 
local capital to s e t up a v ery arti fi c ia l a ssembl y 
plant in Morocco, what state is the power behind 
the scene? As f a r as I c a n tell, t wo or t hr e e 
were invol·red, as well as Morocco its elf 11 61. 
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Jallee by no means rejects Lenin's theory o f imper i a l i sm. He 
clearly acknowledg es his debt to Lenin: "Far from claimi ng 
to revise or relegate Lenin to th e past, I p r efer to s tand on 
his ground as far as I am able, and to foll ow his lin e . of 
thought. It is in this spirit that I h ave laid b are c ertain 
new features of imperialism in the 1960's •••. 1162 • 
Another nee-Marxist, Arghiri Emmanuel agrees with Magdo f f and 
Jallee that the underdeveloped countries are of crucia l 
importance to the West 63 • However, whereas Magdo f f stresses 
the role of the·underdeveloped countries as supplier s of raw 
materials, Emmanuel, like Jallee, emphasis e s their role as 
markets for finished products. As we have seen i n the 
traditional Hobson-Leninist model of imperialt s m, the export 
of surplus capital is an essential element. Emmanue l 
criticis es this notion of capital export, but from a standpoi n t 
somewhat different from that of Jallee. Emmanuel points out 
that Lenin attempts to verify the historical truth o f his 
theory by identifying the foreign assets of England , Fr a nce and 
Germany in the period 1870-1914 with the e xoort of capital. 
But, says Emmanuel, ''This identification is unacceptable •••• 
A foreign investment can be increased by the ploughing back 
of profits without · there being any need for further e xport o f 
capital. It can even increase simultaneously with the n e t 
import of capital towards the holding country1164 • It 
follows that: 
" •••• when it is a question of verifying a theory 
of imperialism based on the internal accumulation 
of capital, ••••• things change radically. Because, 
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b etween a situation where capital formed internally 
is invested abroad and one wher e on the contrary 
part of the profits made abroad are reimported and 
consumed internally, the remainder being reinvested, 
th ere is all the difference between oroducing more 
than one can consume and consuming more than one 
actual l y produces_110 5 . 
Therefore , it is not the export of capital which c aused the 
underdevelopment of undeveloped countries , but r ather the 
interruption of these exports of capital and th e r eversal 
of the flow of capital. This reversal occurs when the paying 
of earlier debts exceeds the influx of capital and in addition, 
when the little surplus produced in the underdeveloped country 
is exported and invested in developed countries. The result 
of this was a considerable rise in the standards of living of 
the masses in the developed countries - a fact first fores een 
by Eng els. The Western proletariat, "sharing" in the 
exploitation of the und erdeve loped world still bene fits f rom 
"super-wages" because of the vast productivity and wage rate 
differences between developed and underdeveloped countries. 
Impoverishment'has therefore shifted to the global level which 
signi ficantly alters the lines of revolutionary confl ict. 
For many neo-Marxists the result of seeing the international 
economic situation in this perspective is that the y pay much 
more attention than traditional Marxists to the nation and to 
nationalism. Thus, Li Ta-chao , one of the founders of 
Chinese Marxism, formulated his chauvinistic66 revolutionary 
nationalism. As we have seen, Leninist theory had already 
given a certain legitimacy to the exploitation o f national 
sentiments . Li Ta-chao interpreted Lenin in such a way 
as to give priority to the national factor over the class 
factor. In a 1922 article he emphasised the role of the 
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oppressed peoples side by side with the oppressed classes, 
in the world revolution, concluding that China should sympathise· 
with the Russian revolution: 
"Those who are subjected to capitalist oppression 
are, at the class level , the proletariat, and at 
the international level , the weak and small nations. 
For the past century, the Chinese people have been 
subjected to the trampling and the depradations of 
the forces of the aggressive imperialism armed by 
the developed capitalism of Europe and America, 
and it has fallen into the state of those who are 
weak and vanquished. The toiling popular masses 






o f oppression , have suddenly heard the call of the 
October Revolution: ' Overthr ow world capitalism', 
' Overthrow wor ld i mper i ali sm'. In our ear s this 
voice r esounds • • • in an exceptionally signific ant way. 
This October Revolution, which is of great historical 
s ignificance, must b e commemorated not only by the 
toi ling popular mass es , but by all peop le of the 
national s tates which, like China, ar e victims of 
oppres sion. They must all become profoundly 
conscious of their own responsibilities; they must, 
without hesit a ting, quickly join together in a 
'united democratic front ', cr eate a popular 
government, and resist international capitalism, 
for this also constitutes part o f the work of the 
world revolution •••• 11 67 . 
And in 1924 Li made a speech on the 'racial question' in which 
he gives such priority to the nation over the class that he 
presents the cl ass struggl e on a world scale as a raci al war: 
" •••• they (' white men') consider that the col_oured 
peoples belong to th e lower classes, and they them-
selves hold the higher positions. Consequently, on 
the international scale the racial problem become s a 
class problem . That is to say, antagonistic classes 
have taken form in the world. It can be foreseen with 
certitude•that in th e future, racial struggles will 
inevitably bre ak out ~nd these struggles will tak e the 
form of wars between white and coloured men and will 
merge with the 'class struggle' 11 !68 
In an article written for the New York Daily Tribune in 1853, 
Marx had suggested that revolutionary upheavals in Asia could 
have important repercussions in Europe69 • Li Ta-chao found in 
this article further confirmation of the fact that Chi na would 
have a pre-eminent role in the world revolution. He was far 
more concerned with the national than with the class character 
of the Chinese revolution: 
"Having read this article of Marx, we should und er--
st and very cl early that, in theory and in practice, 
the Chinese national revolution is a part of the world 
revolution •••• (the) oppression of China by English 
imperialism created the Chinese revolution, and then 
the Chinese revolution replies to England ••• and through 
England it replies to Europe, thus creating the chain 
reaction leading from the English revolution to the 
European revolution, and finally even to the world 
revolution 11 70. 
Another neo-Marxist, Frantz Fanon, pays considerable attention 
to national consciousness and national culture, but unlike 





strong ly disapprov e s o f chauvin istic n ationalis m. In a 
statement ma d e a t the Second Congress o f Blac k Art ists a n d 
Writers in Rome, 1 9 59, Fanon st ressed the rec iprocal bases 
of n a tional cultur e and l iberat ion movements , emphasising 
the political natu r e of the national culture of a c olo n i a l 
society and, fr om this a s s umption , d emons trat ing th e re lat ion-
ship o f liberat i on strugg les to t he nationa l cultures . For 
Fanon the centra l concern was the political and cul t ura l 
liberation of all colonis e d people . He r e jected th e id e a o f 
international class solidarity of the oppress ed ag ain s t the 
oppressors, when this was dogmat ica lly expres sed. However, 
he agreed that i t was the common political struggle ag a inst 
colonialism that should predominate. This struggl e , he 
maintained, must not deg enerate into nationalist chauvinism . 
Nationalist excess e s and the reverse racis m it involved, said 
Fanon, were a type of colonial victory, indica ting that the 
still unfree colonised nee ded to combat the coloniser by 
imitating him. As opposed to nationalist chauvinism Fanon 
sought a natiqnalist pride, or national consciousness, that 
took account of the unique historical experience of a peopl e 
without becoming chauvinistic nationalism. This n a tional 
phase, "a consciousness of oneself", was a phase that had to 
be experienced ~efore one could attain international 
consciousness: 71 "The consciousness of self is not the closing 
of a door to communication. Philosophic thought teaches us, 
on the contrary, that it is its guarantee~ National 
consciousness, which is not nationalism, is the only thing 
that will give us an international dimension 1172 • In order 
to achieve this national consciousness, or nationalist pride, 
said Fanon, it is necessary to examine the past of the colonised 
country: 
"The claim to a Rational culture in the past does 
not only rehabilitate that nation and s e rve as a 
justification for the hope of a future national 
culture. In the sphere of psycho-affective 
equilibrium it is responsible for an important 
change in the native. Perh aps we have not 
sufficiently demonstrated that colonialism is 
not simply content to impose its rule upon the 
present and the future of a dominated country. 
Colonialism is not satisfied with holding a 
people in its grip and emptying the native's 
brain of all form and content. By a kind 





oppress ed people, and distorts , disfig ures and 
destroys it. This work of devaluing pre-
colonial history takes on a d ialectical 
significance today 11 73 . 
The examination of a nation's past would help to b reak the myth, 
perpetuated by the coloniser, that al l Blacks f o rm an 
undi fferentiat e d mass - that the re were no African nations or 
African peoples but only Blacks. For Fanon, the concept o f 
negri tude was a confirmation of this myth: 
"Th e c oncept of ncgri tude •..• was t he emotional 
i f not t h e logical ant ithes is of that insult 
wh i c h t he white man flung at humanity . This 
r ush o f negr itude against the whi t e man 's contempt 
s h owed i tself i n c ertain spheres to be the one i dea 
c apable of lifting interdictions and anathema s. 
Be caus e the New Guinean or Kenyan intellectual s 
found themselves above all up against a genera l 
ostracism and d e l ivered to the combi ned cont empt 
o f th e ir overlords, their react i on was t o si~g 
prai s e s i n admirati on of each othe r . The 
uncondit ional a ffir mation of African culture h a s 
succeed ed the u n c onditional affi r mat ion of European 
culture"7 4 . 
Insofar as neg_ritude was only a phase in t h e liberation of 
black me n 'in c olonial soci~t y , i t was meaningful, but when 
it was conceived of a s a bas i s for national consciousness, it 
was not: "Th e histori cal nec essity in which the men of African 
culture find thems e lves to r acialis e thei r claims and to speak 
more o f Africa n culture than of nati onal culture will tend to 
lead th em up a .bl i nd a l ley 11 75 • Thus, f o r Fanon, to speak 
of a single cul t ure among a ll b lac k men was a myth which denied 
the role of history. The only link among all black people 
was colon ial domin a tion wher e i t exis ted. The supposition 
that American bl a c k s h ad the same interes ts and concerns as 
Africans was ab s urd. Referring to the First Congress of the 
African Cultura l Society held in Paris in 1956, where black 
writers from th e United States and Afric a were brought together, 
Fanon wrote: 
" .••• litt le by little the Ameri c a n Negroes 
realised th a t the essent ial problems confront i ng 
them were not the same a s those that confronted 
the Africa n Negroes. Th e Neg roes of Chicago 
only resemb le the Nigerians or the Tanganyikans 
in so far as they were al l defined in relation to 
the whites . But onc e t he f irst comparisons had 
been mad e a nd subj ect ive fee lings were assuaged, 
the America n Negroes r e ali sed that the objective 
problems were fund amentall y heterogenous. The 
test cases o f civil liber ty whereby both whites 
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and blacks in America try to drive back racial 
discrimination have very little in common in 
their principles and objectives with the h eroi c 
fight of the Angolan people ag a inst the 
detest ab l e Portuguese colonialism 11 76 . 
The liberation of colonisEo men , there fore , ultimately required 
a national consciousness not based on the concept of negritude. 
Fanon, although he sens e d the dangers o f nationali sm , never went 
far enough in describing how a nat ional consciousnes s could be 
prevented from degenerating into a chauvinistic nationalism77 • 
Like Fanon, Amilcar Cabral, former leader of the PAIGC ( Partido 
Africano da Independencia da Guine et Cabo Verde) stress ed the 
importance of national history and national cultur e in the 
creation of national liberation movements. Add ressing the 
first Tricontinental Conference of the peoples of Asia, Africa 
and Latin America, in Havana in 1966, Cabral said:· 
"It is useful to recall in this Tricontinental 
gathering, so rich in exper ience and example, that 
however great the similarity between our v arious 
cases and however identical our enemies, national 
liberation and social revolution are not exportable 
commodities; they are, and increasingly so e very 
day, the outcome of local and national elaboration, 
more or less influenced by external factors (be they 
favourable or un favourable) but ess entially determined 
and form ed by the historical reality of each people, 
and carried to success by the overcoming or correct 
solution of the internal contradictions between ~he 
various ca_tegories characterising this reality117 • 
For Cabral, the essential characteristic of colonialism and 
nee-coloni alism is domination: " •••• the negation of the 
historical process of the dominated people by means of vio lent 
usurpation of the freedom of development of the national 
productive forces 11 79 • What is required, therefore, is 
nati onal liberation: 
" •••• national liberation is the phenomenon in 
which a given socio-economic whole r ejects the 
negation of its historical process. In other 
words, the national liberation of a people is 
the regaining of the historical personality of 
that people, its return to history through the 
destruction of the imperialist domination to 
which it was subjected 11 80. 
What Cabral means by the "national productive forces" and the 
"return to history" of a people is somewhat confused, but he 
is clearly concerned with the role of national history and 
national culture in the emancipation of colonised men. 
,, I 
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Thus, Cabral, Fanon and Li Ta-chao are a few o f the neo-Marxists 
who, unlike traditional Marxists , pay considerable attention 
to the nation , and nationalism, conceiving of ''nat ionalism'' in 
a much broader than usual fram e work. However, ~~ey do 
a dopt the traditional stand of Marxism as a world-view whereby 
hitherto s uppressed groups rise and assert themselves 81 • 
Thi s br i ngs us to . the concept of revolution . One of the 
chief defects of conventional "modernisation " theorists i s 
that a lthough they assume that "traditional" society e vol ves 
towards or into "modern" society, they fail to specify what 
mechanism of change facilitates this evolution from one "stage" 
to another. I n addition, because they fai l t o pay sufficient 
attenti on to act ual historical experiences, they do not 
recognis e what mechanisms facilitated change in the c ountries 
they now consider to be developed. More specifically, 
the y ignore the ro le of viol ence in the deve lopment of 
und eve l o ped societi es into advanced industr i a lised societies . 
George Lichtheim does well to r emind us that "history tel ls us 
that changes of thi s magni t ude are rarely a ccompl i s h e d 
peacefully 11f? 2 • 
Neo-Marxist theor is ts of development and underd evelopment t ake 
account of t he historic importance o f viol e nce and o f the 
potential rol e of violence i n the f uture . Barrington Moore , 
Jnr., for e xample , focuses on the r ol e of violence in the 
indus trial de vel opment of England , which i s generally beli eved ., 
to h a ve become "modern " by peaceful means . "Not ions about 
the peculiar Br i tis h capacity to sett le their political and 
economic di fferen c e s through peaceab l e , fa ir and d emocratic 
processes", s a ys Moore, are , "a part i al truth". Moore no t e s 
that this "par ti a l t ruth " i s perpetua t ed b y the conve ntions 
of historica l wr iting whi ch highlight the peace f ul history 
of English i ndu s trialisation since 1 7 50 . Ind eed , during 
the eighteenth a nd n ineteenth centuri es, English his t ory was 
peaceful, es peci a lly in c on trast to France , but c onventional 
history disr egards t he parts played by the Puritan Revolution 
and the Civil War in England ' s industri a lisation. Moor e 
confronts the question o f the conn e ction between violence a nd 
83 peaceful reform and c oncludes that: 
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"To percieve the magnitude of the Civil War's 
accomplishments it is necessary to step back 
from the details and glance forward and 
backward. The procl aimed principle of 
capitalist soci ety is that the unrestricted 
use of private property for personal enrich-
ment n ecess arily produces through the 
mechanism of this market steadily increasing 
wealth and welfare for society as a whole. 
In Engl and this spirit eventually triumphed 
by 'legal' and 'peaceful' methods which , 
however, may have caused more real violence 
and suffering than the Civil War itself •••• 11 84. 
Industrialisation in England meant degradation and suffering 
for the peasant who had become integrated into the traditional 
life of the village community. The f ac t that this viol e nce 
and coercion occurred over a long period of time and occurred 
within the framework of law and order must not disguise the 
fact that massive violence was exercised by the upper classes 
against the lower. 
Moor e wonders whether, in fact, the transition to (Western, 
liberal) d~mocracy requires violence. · He reminds us that 
the English Civil War checked royal absolutism and transferred 
power to the big landlords who destroyed peasant society in 
the following two centuries . The French Revolution and the 
American Civil War broke the power of the landed elites, thus 
facilitating the creation of institutions favourable for 
democracy. 
Moore is very much aware of the way in which his thesis 
challenges conventional western theories of modernisation: 
"For a Western scholar to say a good word on 
behalf of revolutionary radicalism is not easy 
be~ause it runs counter to deeply grooved mental 
reflexes. The assumption that gradual and 
piecemeal reform has demonstrated its superiority 
over violent revolution as a way to advance human 
freedom is so pervasive that even to question such 
an assumption seems strange •• o 
Fairness demands recognition of the fact that 
the way nearly all history has been written 
imposes an overwhelming bias against revolutionary 
violence. Indeed the bias becomes horrifying 
as one comes to realise its depth. To equate 
the violence of those who resist oppression with 
the violence of the oppressors would be misleading 
enough. But there is a great deal more. 
From the days of Spartacus through Robespierre 
down to the present day, the use of force by the 
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oppressed against their former masters has been 
the obj ect of nearly universal cond emnation. 
Meanwhi le the day-to-day repression of 'normal ' 
society hovers dimly in the background of most 
history books . Even those radical historians 
who emphasise the inj~s t ices of prer evolutionary 
epochs g enerally concentrate on a short time span 
preceding the i mmediate outbreak. In that way , 
too, they may unwit tingl y distort the record''8 5~ 
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Moore also emphasi ses "the costs of going without a 
revolution1186 • In what Moore terms the "fascist route to 
modernisation" (which is predicated on an -allianc e between a 
weak urban bourgeoisie and politically powerful l anded eli te , 
e.g. Germany, Japan) there were no real revolutions, but many 
sufferect ·· as a result of fas cism itself and its wars of 
aggression. And in the underdeveloped countries today the 
suffering of those who have not revolted continues87 • 
Moore thus concludes that there are arguments in favour of 
revolution: 
"In the Western democratic countries revolutionary 
violence ( and other for ms as well ) were part of 
the whole historical . process that mad e possible 
subsequent peaceful change. In the communist 
countries too, revo lutionary violence has been 
part of the break with a repressive past and of 
the effort_ to const ruct a less repressive futu re 11 88. 
Like Moore, Cabral emphasises the distinction between "the 
violence of thos e who resist oppression and the viol ence of 
the oppressors 1189 • Cabral cl aims that there cannot be 
national liberation without "the use of liberating violence 
by the nationalist forces" against "the criminal violence o f 
the agents of imperialism". His ideas concerning the 
necessity of violence in overcoming the "pe rmanent viol e nce1190 
of imperialist domination are reinforced by his perception of 
history: 
"There are no people on earth which, having been 
subjected to the imperialist yoke (colonialist 
or neo-colonialist), has managed to gain its 
independence (nominal or effe ctive) without 
victims..... The past and present experiences 
of various peoples, the present situation of 
national liberation struggles in the world 
(especially in Vi etnam , the Congo and Zimbabwe ) 
as well as the situation of permanent violence, 
or at least of contradictions and upheavals, 
in certain countri es which have gained their 
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i nd ependenc e by the so-ca lled pe aceful way , show 
us n ot onl y that compromises wi th imperialis m do n o t 
work, but al so that the n o r mal way of national 
lib e rat ion, i mposed on peoples by imperiali s t 
repress i on, i s armed s t r uggle 11 91. 
Hnwev er , i n a r evo lu tiona r y s i tuat i on, violence should not 
on ly b e a r e tort t o the viol e nce o f r epres sion, but should 
a l so see k to ensur e " t rue national independence 1192 • 
Fanon is more explicit about t h e dual f unc tion of violence 93 • 
On t he one ha nd , h e says, i t is an es s e nt ial el e me nt of the 
st r ugg l e a gains t col onial i sm. On the other, violence h a s 
a catharti c effe c t on those who perform a cts of violenc e. 
As Fanon saw it, c oloniali sm was built on a foundation o f force. 
In the colony , thi s f orce r e ma ine d lat e nt if not already actual. 
And, of c ourse , f orce a cted a s a threa t held by the coloniser .. 
ove r the colonised . Fa n on ag reed with Cabral that true 
-ind ependence c ould only b e a c hi eved thr ough revolutionary 
counter-viol e nce b e caus e o f the nature of colonialism, the 
vested interests of t h e col onia l country, and the relationship 
o f coloniser to cb lonis ed. True d e co l onisation thus meant 
the violent destruction of the colonial system . 
Fanon's thesis conc e rn ing th e cathartic effect of violence 
asserts t hat the c olonis ed c ould only achieve real independence 
t hrough parti cipat i on in violent action to rid themselves 
individual ly of the co lonial h e ritage of submission and 
inferiority. But it is que s tionable whether the violence 
Fanon advocated for t h e individual could fu lfil the psycho-
logical functions he claime d. 
Whatever th e limitations of Fanon 's theory of violence, it is 
evident t hat , t ogether with Moore, Cabral, and others, 94 and 
un like convent ional theori s t s of modernisation, he clearly 
,inderstood the nature a nd po tential role of violence in social 
change . 
Although Regis Debray is also concerned with th e nature of 
violence, h e focus es on the n a ture of revolution itself. He 
d eal s with the theoretical d ebate which has always divided the 
Latin America n Left, viz. the debate about the nature of the 
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revolution to come: was it to be "bourgeois-d emocratic" or: 
"socialist"? Debray s eems to have overcome this theoreti c al 
impasse with his formulation that : 
'' •••• the nub of the problem lies not in the 
initial programme o f the revolution but in its 
ability to r esolve in practice the problem of 
Stat e power before the bourgeoi s-democratic 
stage, and not after ••••• in South America the 
bourgeois-democratic st age presupposes th e 
destruction of the bourg e ois State apparatus ••• 11 95. 
Military action , says Debray, must always be commanded by 
politics 96 : ''~ •• •• armed struggle understood as an art •••• is 
meaningless except in the fr amework of a politics understood 
as a science 1197 • In Revolution in the Revolut i on? Debray 
suggests an important change in tactics - the constant creation 
of guerilla fronts in the rural areas of underdevel o ped 
countri es . These fronts {' focos ') must be led by the 
revolutionary vanguards , commanded by the revolutionary el ite 
itself . The political and military leadership must be 
combined into one command, indeed, into one Qan . In other 
words a uni fied politico-military insurrectionary force must 
be created in the country. The implications of this are 
that the standard practices of Communist parties must be 
abandoned. 
In their formulations of revolutionary strategy, Fanon and 
Cabral also claim that the st andard objectives of Communist 
parties must be ab andoned . As mentioned above, they stress 
the role of the nation and nationalism. However , within the 
broad national front which they see as being necessary for 
liberation from colonialism or nee-colonialism certain cl a sses 
play a greater role than others. As Cabral points out: 
11 
••• • the horizontal structure (of colonial and 
neo-colonial situations), however it may differ 
from the native society (makes) possible the creation 
of a wide front of unity and struggle, which is vital 
to the success of the national liberation movement. 
But this possibility does not remove the need for 
a rigorous analysis of the native social structure, 
of the tendencies of its evolution, and for the 
adoption in practice of appropriate measures for 
ensuring true national liberation 11 98 . 
Cabral emphasises the role of the petty bourgeois intell ectuals 
who, by virtue of their relative deprivation in the colonial 
structure, become originators of revolutionary ideas. However, 
because this group is a service class, it does not possess the 
economic base to take power its e l f. 
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Therefore if it is not 
"to betray the revolution" , it must "be capable of commi tting 
suicide as a class in order to be reborn as revolut ionary 
workers 11 99 • To Cabral it seems that the bourgeoisie and the 
working class are either non-existent or not obviously militant. 
But the peasant masses, although they are not spont aneous ly 
revolutionary, are "the phys ical for ce of most import a nce in 
the national liberation struggle11100 • (Cabral distinguishes 
between a 'physical' and 'revolutionary' force - a ' physical ' 
force like the peasantry will not activate itself, but can be 
activated by a 'revolutionary ' force). The petty bourgeois 
intellectuals, having been transformed into revolutionary 
workers, must thus release the revolutionary potential of the 
peasantry. 
Fanon' s notion of revolutionary stra_tegy is very clos e to that 
of Cabral. Fanon sees disenchanted radical intell e ctuals of 
political parties leaving the cities and providing the peasantry 
with the leaqership they need and the political and technical 
knowledg e they lack. .The intell ectuals and the peasantry 
electrify the countryside but do not abandon the cities 
entirely. On the contrary, when the former party members 
return to the cities they find a new element of the population 
which they have hitherto ignored - the lumpen proletariat101 • 
The lumpen proletariat play the same revolutionary role in the 
cities as the peasants play in the countryside. The proletar-
iat in the colonial countries, said Fanon, is not the suppress ed 
mass of industrial workers but the most favoured class - a 
small, privileged group of wage-earners who, as compared with 
the peasants, have much more to lose than their chains: "It 
cannot be too strongly stressed that in the colonial territories 
the proletariat is the nucleus of the colonised population which 
has been most pampered by the colonial regime 11102 • The 
people in this category - tram conductors, miners, dockers, 
interpreters, nurses and taxi-drivers - functioned as a 
bourgeoisie in the colonial mi l ieu. 
Thus, with regard to underdeveloped countries, Fanon, Cabral, 
and other neo-Marxists 103 , reject the revolutionary potential 
attributed to the proletariat by traditional Marxists. But 
they emphasise the revolutionary potential of the peasantry -
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a ch ange of out look which, as prove d by China, is of immens e 
practical importance. 
Apart from being agents of chang e, classes are the major 
analytical categories for nee-Marxists. Even Fr ank , who 
has been accused by Arrighi of paying too much attention to 
colonial relationships and too little attention to class 
1 t . h. 104 . t re a ions ips , wries: 
"The attempt to spell out the metropolit an-satel lite 
colonial structure and the d e v e lopment of·capitalism 
has led me to devot e very lit t le specific attention 
to its class structure and development. This dce s 
not mean that this is intend ed as a substitute for 
class analysis. On the contrary the colonial 
analysis is meant to complement class analysis and 
to discover and emphasise aspects of the class 
structure in these underdeveloped countries which 
have often remained unclear 11 105. 
Arrighi himself has provided an excellent class analysis of 
the political economy of Rhodesia106 • Arrighi's framework 
is based on bhe Marxist categories of economic bas e, class 
structure, and superstructure. He shows that in the 1930's 
the class structure was dominated by a national agrarian 
bourgeoisie. Institutionally, this class structure was 
expressed by the continuously decreasing productivity of the 
African peasantry, the division of the economy into largely 
non-competitive racia l groups, and government intervent ion to 
promote economic development through industrialisation (a 
decreasing home demand for manufactures could not, of course, 
promote industrialisation). The institutional framework was , 
at this time, deemed to be "unstable" because an African 
1 t . t . 10 7 pro e aria was emerging • 
After W@~ld War II a number of factors, including the rising 
demand for raw materials, increased the demands placed on 
Rhodesia from outside. The government exploited these 
demands further to promote economic growth. The African 
proletariat grew and the class structure altered to become 
dominated by a class of manufacturing capitalists. As a 
result the institutional framework of the thirties was altered. 
A new ideology arose which sought to promote interracial 
competition within the economy and the creation of an African 
middle class. These attempted reforms failed because they 
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set up "centrifugal reactions" which r esulted in the sei zu r e 
o f power by \vhite workers , the national capitalists and the 
petty bourgeoisie, all rallying round the Rhodesia Front 
Party108 • The empirical evid ence Arrighi presents valida tes 
the Marxist hypothesis concerning the interdependence b etween 
the economic base and the superstructure . 
Barrington Moore Jnr . points to this same interdependence in 
Social Orig ins of Dictatorship and Democracy : Lord and Peasant 
in the Making of the Modern World . Moor e traces "three mai n 
historical routes from the preindustria l to the modern wor ld11109-
the "democrati c'! , " fascist ", and "communist " routes . His 
maj or concern is to demons trat e how and why industrialisation 
has resulted in these different social and political ins titution-
al forms. Very briefly, he finds hi s answer in the nature 
o f the relationships b etween the class es that promoted 
industrial is ation and, i~ particular , the r e lationship o f the 
urban bourgeoisie with the rural class es . In the developme nt 
of liber al d ~mocracy , he maintains, there was a strong c ommercial 
impulse among the rural aristocracy which resulted in the 
elmination of the peasant ry and an alliance between the rural 
bourgeoisie and a stronger urb a n bourgeoisie110 • When the 
impulse toward· commercialnsation is weak, the structure of 
peasant society is not altered much and the urban bourgeoisie 
is weak. Vnder these circumstances t he industrialisation 
has l ed to communism111 • The fas cist route takes place 
on the basis of an al liance b e tween a weak (but not a s weak 
as in the communist route) urban bourgeoi s i e and a politically 
powerful rur a l landed elite112 • Admittedly, this is a 
highly simplistic account of Moore ' s work. He makes a number 
of complex qualifications which lend subtlety to his important 
work. However, the main point is that he successfully 
analyzes the progression of v ar ious societies in class terms . 
His analysis bears important lessons for the examination of 
simi lar processes in other soci e ties. 
Some of the distinctive features of nee-Marxist theories of 
development and und erdevelopment thus include an emphasis on 
totality , history, economics, violence, the nation and 
nationalism, and classes, particularly the peasantry. In 
the following chapter the writer will attempt to show that a 
gene ral n e o-Mar xis t framework, whi ch takes into a ccount ma ny 
of the abovementioned distinct ive fe a t ures, can b e fruitfu lly 
applied to an analysi s of development a nd und erdevelopment in 
South Africa. 
. . '(, ~ 
"Underdev elopment as it is encountered 
today ••.• is a pr oduct of history . It 
is not th e primeval condition of man, 
nor is it merely a wa y of describing 
the e conomic status of ' traditional ' 
socie ty. Und erde velopment is part 
of a process ; indeed, it is par t of 
the same process whi ch produced 
development". 
(Griffin, K.B. , Und e rdevelopment in 




A NEO-MARXIST APPROACH TO DEV ELOPMENT AND 
UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA . 
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As is evident from the previous chapter, neo-Marxist approaches 
to development and underdevelopment operate on two major levels: 
that of analysis and that of prescription. The two levels 
are, of course, inseparable; what one derives from an analysis 
of a situation det ermines one's view as to how that society 
can be changed (or maintained). However, in the brief 
analysis which follows, the writer attempts only to analyse 
development and underdevelopme nt in South Africa without making 
any prescriptive suggestions. Conclusions about the 
prescriptions to which this analysis leads are left to the 
reader. 
It is the writer's contention that the application of a neo-
Marxist framework to the study of devel opment and underdevelop-
ment in South
1 
Africa1 wil~ reveal that underdevelopment of the 
rural African areas (and, indeed, devel opment in South Africa) 
is primarily a function of violent, c apitalist "labour 
repression 112 • This view conflicts with the "conventional 
wisdom" of liberal South African historiography where under-
development is regarded as a consequence of the "failure" of 
African agriculture. 
The works of Macmillan, Marais, and de Kiewiet provide the 
most widely accepted explanation of the "failure" of African 
agriculture . They emphasise the disruptive nature of white 
rule, the destruction of the traditional economy and social 
order and, in particular, the impact of sudden land short age: 
"European contact soon broke down the self-contained 
character of tribal economic existence •• • • traders 
as well as missionaries threw upon the tribe s a 
burden their subsistence economy could not b e ar. 
The burden was rendered all the more unsupportable 
by the sudden shrinking i!, native resource s caused 
by the extensive European encroachments u pon their 
land •••• and by wars and cattle disease 11 3. 
De Kiewiet stresses that "at an early date the native tribes wen 
suffering from the hardships of too little land to a much 
greater degree than is usually conceded 114 : 
"Without land for all in the tribe, one of 
the cornerstones of tribal li fe had been 
wrenched a way. The tendency towards an 
u nequal divis ion of l and weakened the 
c ommu nal organisat ion of the tribe without 
r eally producing a syst em of private 
ownership " S . 
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The frailty of the African subsistence economy whi ch was 
dissolved by the c ash nexus was , howe ver, l arge l y owing to the 
"unscientific a nd wasteful 116 agri c ulture and the "ignorance a nd 
n eg lect 117 of "native life 118 • 
Th e works of D. Hobart Houghton have a sl i gh t l y different 
emphasis, lar ge l y owing to his theoreti c a l i nsis t e nce on t h e 
du a l nature of the South African economy . According t o 
Houg hton, "far-sighte d administrators" , "many missionaries ", 
a nd , "agricultural d emonst rators " " were a cute l y conscious of 
the ina d equacy o f tribal farming prac_t i ce " 9 • But because 
of the deeply r oo t ed flaws in the nature of Afr ica n society , 
Af ricans fai l e d t o adapt their economy to novel c onditions . 
"In spite, o f d eep t hought and heroic effor t 
agricul tura l c onditions continued to deter ior ate. 
Failure to e ffect significant change in 
agricultural me thods should n ot be att r i buted to 
lack of zeal on the part of a noble band of 
dedi cated worke r s, but mus t be explained in other 
ways . 
The e xplanati on wou ld appear to be t hat the African 
peas ants h a v e failed to adapt their fa rming practice 
to modern requirements. General cons erv a tism, 
the sys t em of land tenure , and certain soci a l 
customs , like ukolobolo , combine to ~ erpetu ate 
obsol ete me thods of farming i n spite of t he visual 
evid ence of modern methods applied a t a g r i cu l tural 
schools in t he reserve s and by adjacent wh i t e 
farmers 1110 . 
The approaches of de Kiewiet and Houghton and t h e liberal 
tr adition o f South Afri c an his t oriography emph a sise the 
fundamental , inhe r ent weakn es s of t he t raditional economy and 
the inabil ity of Africans to adapt t hat e conomy or to give it 
up in favour of t he market e conomy. This tradition fails to 
mention or under e s timates the s ignificance of an e arly p e r iod 
of prosper i t y in wh a t a r e now t he res erve areas , followed on ly 
later by c ondi t i ons of u nd erdeve l opment . Although Moni c a 
Wilson11 and Colin Bundy12 ha v e drawn at tention to this 
ph e nomenon on ly relatively recen t l y, it was r e c ognised much 
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earlier by writers such as H.M. Robertson13 and Sheil a van der 
Horst14 • Robertson writes of the Africans' "fairly rapid 
adjustment to new circumstances 1115 , and referri ng to the 
Fingos, he writes that "though they entered the Colony 
comparatively rich in cattle, from the beginning (they ) entered 
the service of the farmers and •••• soon becam e the chief economic 
power among the Bantu tribes 1116 , and, "Certainly they did their 
best to conform to the new economic conditions. Not only did 
they sell their labour to European farmers; they improved their 
agriculture and indulged more and more in trade, by which they 
acquired European implements 1117 • Sheila van der Hor st 
writes that: 
ttThere is fairly convincing evid e nce that trade 
in Native produce increased in response to the 
more favourable terms on which they could dispose 
of their produce... (The ' Natives') produced 
wool, angora hair, hid es , horns, goat and 
sheep skins, tobacco and cattle, valued at 
three-quarters of a million (pounds) 1 and exchanged what they did not consume" 8. 
In her relatively recent a~count, Monica Wilson emphasises this 
early period of prosperity: 
"Some early communities, using ploughs and 
leading water for irrigation, were indeed 
successful ln producing grain over and above 
their needs... Some men also began to breed 
sheep for wool... They sold the surplus 
grain and wool, together with skins, to buy 
the clothes which converts were required to 
wear, and the ploughs and harrows which were 
the farmer's tools. These successes were 
achieved both in Coloured and African 
communities, and on mission stations ••• where 
different groups mingled 11 19. 
Colin Bundy, in a paper entitled: "The Emergence and De cline 
of a South African Peasantry", makes some valuable suggestions 
about the history of African agriculture in South Africa, and 
particularly about the response by African peasants to economic 
changes in the late nineteenth century. He argues that 
African agriculturalists responded much more positively to 
. r. 
market opportunities than is generally assumed. He demonstrat-
es that after the "initial shock of collision1120 between 
colonists and African farrner-pastoralists; the Africans made 
considerable adaptations and, in the areas where the contact 
between colonists and the Africans was greatest, a peasantry 
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emerged which at tempt ed to meet some o f its requir ements 
through participation in the produce marke t. The imperial 
and colonial authoriti e s, the missionari e s and s ettlers, were 
initially quite favourable towards this participation because 
firstly it benefitted general economic activit y and secondly 
the peasants provided a buffer against hostile tribes. As 
John Philip, the early British missionary, pointed out: 
"By locating them on a particular place , 
getting them to build houses, enclose gardens, 
cultivat e corn land, accumulate property, and 
by increasing their artificial wants, you 
increas e their dependency on the Colony, and 
multiply the bonds of union and nu~ber of 
securities for the preservation of peace 11 21 
Bundy argues fur ther that the Africans preferred an adapted 
form of the traditional subsistence methods to wage labour on 
white colonis ts ' terms: "African peasants displayed a 
tenacious preference for a life that dr ew subsistence from a 
family plot rather than ·from wage labour at low levels of 
remuneration 1122 • 
As mentioned above, it is-the writer 's contention that the 
subsequent "failure" of this favourable response is primarily 
a consequence of White capitalist . labour repression. In 
support of this.view I shall examine the historical and 
contemporary nature of capitalist labour repression in South 
Africa, focusing on its implications for economic development 
and underdevelopment. 
We may distinguish four phases in the history of capitalist 
labour repression in South Africa, viz. commercial agriculture, 
diamond and gold mining, manufacturing industry in the English-
speaking sector, and Afrikaner financial and industrial 
capit alism 23 • Of course, each phase overlaps others, but 
in each phase a different group is the primary beneficiary. 
In this analysis capitalism is regarded as a mode of production 
and not, as Frank would have it, as an economic system 24 • 
South African history shows the emerging dominance, initially 
through British imperialism and then through internal capitalist 
development, of the capitalist mode of production, 
, 
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'' •• • • • a mode of production in wh ich the f und ament al 
economi c rel ationshi p t h rough which the surp lus 
product is e xtr a cte d is that of the sal e by the 
dir e c t l abour er s , who do not own t h e mean s o f 
production, 6 f th e ir l abour-p owe r to th e owners 25 of the me ans of produc t ion, who ar e non-l abourPrs" , 
or , in other word s, a mode of product ion in which surplus-value 
is appropr iated and in which own e r s hi p of the means of 
production is separated from ownership of labour: "it is that 
( which ) pe rmits th e transformation of labour-power into a 
commodity, and with t his the b i r th of the wag e -relation1126 • 
This is n ot to arg u e that a s c apita lism developed in South 
Africa, different mod e s of production did not exist simul-
taneously27. Indeed, this analysis attempts to emphasise 
the fact that during th e ear ly phas e s of capitalist development 
in South Africa a vi able peasantry existed whose decline was 
only brought on by l a ter stages of capi talist development. 
It is, howe ver, true that by 1 9 20 the · capitalist sector had 
succeeded in und erdeve loping t he Afr ica n reserve areas to such 
an extent that it no longe r pr e sented a competitive threat to 
white farm e rs . ' Th e r e l at i ons b e twee n the capitalist and 
non-capitalist sectors wer~ t hus entirely reduc e d to the 
provision by the n on-capital ist sector of a supply of labour 
power to the capita list s e c tor . 
In the pre-mining n i neteenth century South Africa, the 
commercial farmers complaine d of an acute shortage of labour. 
The small amount o f labour f orthcoming in this period is often 
blamed on the Africa ns' lac k of r e sponsiveness to the 
opportunities creat e d by c as h wag e s, but, as Bundy points out, 
a significant part o f thi s s hortage was owing to "the 
preference of the l a nd-ba s ed African for meeting the new wants 
by selling his produce, a pre ference r e inforce d by a r esistance 
to qualitative chang e in hi s social relations 1128 • It is 
important to rememb er that af ter the forma l demise of slavery 
all potential l abour ers h a d a ccess to the means of production 
and, therefore, wer e not c ompe lled by a shortage of land to 
enter into wage labour . How8ver, military conquest between 
~832 . and 18 79 dimin ished th i s access to the means of production. 
More imp6rtantly , numerous laws were enacted to compel and 
control a labour supp ly f or white farmers and various fees and 
taxes were levied 29 • The white farmers also ensured an 
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increased labour supply by establishing quasi-feudal relations, 
which very often suited th e white farmers because they were 
only minimally involved in market production. And in many 
cases it provided absentee landlords with a cash income while 
providing African squatters with a peasant existence. These 
labour-repressive devices may have brought great benefits to 
the white farmers but at the same time they initiated the 
decline of the African peasantry by undermining the productivi ty 
and profitability of African agriculture. In other words , 
they initiated und erdevelopment in the rural African areas. 
Martin Legassick believes that in this period underdevelopment 
of the African areas was most pronounced in the Cape Colony and 
the southern Free State, less so in Natal and least of all in 
the Transvaal, an indication that it was "the exigencies of 
the developing commercial economy, rather than the promiscuous 
appropriation of land by white settl ers which produced •. • •. 
(underdevelopment)
1130
• Macmillan, de Kiewi et and van der 
Horst point out that overcrowding of African-owned areas was 
already evident in the Cape by the early 1860's, despit e the 
northward drift of the African population. However, there 
is no indica tion of overcrowding in the Transvaal until the 
twenti eth century 31 • 
The discovery of minerals had a dual impact on the peasantry. 
On the one hand it stimul ated peasant production and 
participation in the market economy. The peasantry made 
various innovations and diversified their activities. 
writes that there was: 
"a virtual explosion of peasant economic activity. 
Five hundred waggons of corn were sold by Fingo-
land's peasants in 1873 as well as a wool crop 
worth £60,000; and in 1875 the trade of Fingoland 
'at lowest computation' was adjudged to be worth 
£150,000. From Gaikaland, Gcalekaland, Tembu-
land and East Griqualand came similar reports : 
peasants were selling cattle in order to invest 
in sheep; the number of traders across the Kei 
trebled; African produce in 1875 was estimated 
to be worth £750 ,000. A single firm bought 
£58,000 worth of African produce , while a merchant's 
house in Port Elizabeth boasted an annual turnover 
of goods for the African trade of £200,000. New 
~ethods and resources rippled from tribe to tribe , 
Bundy 
and e v e n among the most ' backward ' tribes 
crop diversification and wider cultivation 
were common by the 1880's 11 32 . 
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This seizure o f opportunities f or g a in a nd expa nsion result e d 
in the emergence of a group of r e l at ively well-off African 
peasants and s mall commercial f armers. On the o ther h and , 
however, the discovery of minera ls greatly intensi fie d the 
pressur es on th e peasantry. 
employe rs of Afr ican labour . 
It increa s e d the needs of 
More speci f ically , it 
increased the need for "wa ge-earners who were both ch e ap 
and skilled1133 • There was a d emand fo r labour not only on 
the gold mines but also on farms providing for the n e w inter nal 
market for food and materials used in mining (e.g. wattles), 
in construction, on railways and at harbour s. At the same 
time white farmers were feeling threatened by the high level 
of African competition in the produce and land markets. As 
Legassick points out, 
"The African farmer, cultivating with g r eater 
knowledg~ of the conditions, intensive ly on 
small holdings, willing to live more frugally 
perhaps, using the labour o f kin rather than 
dependents, offered •••• an economic threa t to 
some white farmers. Among the sou t hern 
Tswana, in Basutoland, in the Eastern Cape, in 
the early days of Natal, in th e Transvaal, 
Africans had respond e d rapidly to the growth 
of markets, and as the new ma r k ets became 
internal r a ther than predominantly export, 
the threat increased 11 34. 
The threat of African competition and the demands for labour 
were met by an intensification of white political authority -
the Location Acts of th e Cape , the "anti-squatting" ordinance s 
of the Free State and the Transvaal, and the Native Land Act 
of 1913, which prohibited the purchase by Africans o f land i n 
"white areas" and demarcated only thirteen percent of the 
country as Reserves. But a more important func t ion of this 
act was that it reduced squatters and share-croppers to the 
level of labour tenants. Francis Wilson argues that the 
pressure for the Act came "from those who wished to ensure a 
cheap supply of labour by doing away with the system of 
farming-on-the-half 1135 ("Farming-on-the-half" was a form of 
share-cropping in which white proprietors supplied seed and land, 
African peasants farmed and returns were shared) . 
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It is 
significant that the driving f orce behind this legislation 
was the large-sca le commercial far mers and not , as is o ften 
assumed, small -s cale Afrikaner farmers 36 • Indeed, the 
legisl ation was resented by the "Kaffir far me rs", ;,0n-
productive white landowners who l eased land to Africans for 
cash or k ind 37 • The overall effect of this and other 
legisl at ion was declining peasant productivity and an increase 
in the supply of labour 38 , the results of serious land 
shortages. The legislation has thus contributed to the 
intensification of underdeve lopment in the r u ral African areas. 
Since "political me chanisms became of crucial importance in 
closing gaps between supply and d emand 1139 , increased wages 
were no longer an equilibrating fact or on the labour market. 
Under labour co e rcion real wages were kept permanently low 
on the mines 40 • The under develop~en t of th e ir areas had 
forced Africans to accept low wag es and these low wages in turn 
caused further underdevelopment since Afric a n miners have never , . 
been financially capable ~f making those ca pit a l investments 
in the Reserve areas that would increas e produc t ivity. 
Indeed, Bundy mentions the "almost total dearth of public or 
private investm~nt 1141 in the peasant sector as being one of 
the reasons for its underdeve lopment. 
In order to understand more precisely the extent to which 
rural underdevelopme nt is a function of the low wages paid on 
the mine s it is n e cessary to trace the position of the Afr ican 
worker in the history of the mining industry. 
The first diamond prospectors were white farmers from Natal and 
the eastern Cape who transferred the conventions of labour 
relations on their farms to the diamond diggings. Other 
prospectors, many o f _whom came from outside South Afri c a , 
soon joined the original diggers and rapidly adopted thei r 
convent ions . After a while , the geological and t echnological 
difficulties of mining excluded from prospecting thos e miners 
who did not have sufficient capital. The remaining large 
capital ists maintained a labour-repressive e conomy on the 
basis of the compound system. Stanley Trapido writes that 
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"The labour barracks first of Kimber ley and 
the n of the Witwaters rand mi g ht •..• be descr i b ed 
as i mpos ing a ' quas i - mil i t ary' pattern o f conduct 
upon Afr ican workers, whos e f reedom in t he mark e t 
is e qu a lly nomi nal. The est a b l ishme nt of 
diamond compounds in ...,;1i ch Africans wer e imprisone d 
was originally justi f i e d as a means of prev e nting 
diamond thefts, but if th e Kimberley com pound 
syste m came into being for this reason it soon 
became a pparent that th e system h a d other a dvantag e s. 
Africa n workers often lost two working days in the 
week b e cause th e y were abl e to buy cheap a nd highly 
potent alcohol. Moreover, long and arduous hours 
spent in unpl e asant work p laces meant that ma ny 
worke rs broke their contracts and returned to their 
rural homes or found other work. The compound 
system perpetua ted a form of labour misleadingly 
define d as migrant. African miners •••.• move 
continually throughout their working life between 
their rural families and their all-male mining 
barracks 1142. 
Apart from being superior for purposes of control, the compounds 
were, of course, far cheaper than any other form of housing . 
Trapido believes that until 1932 labour repression on the mines 
was necessary for profitability43 • Because of the static 
price of gold and the peculiar mining difficulties encountered 
on the Witwatersrand, mine-owners had to keep th e ir production 
costs low if they we re to make profits 44 • By the turn of 
the century the mines had agreed upon a maximum wages average. 
The real wages for Africans were now lower than they we r e in 
the early 1890 1 s 45 • The formation of a monopsonistic 
labour recruiting organisation, W.N.L.A. (The Witwatersrand 
Native Labour Association) lowered the wages offered to Af rican 
miners. This, in turn, resulted in a decrease in the number 
of Africans seeking work on the mines. This limited African 
bargaining power was broken by the introduction of indentured 
Chinese labour between 1904 and 1910 46 • Simultaneously, 
instruments of extra-economic coercion were used to manipulate 
the flow of labour. The pass laws in particular could force 
African labour into the le~st attractive sectors. When the 
import~tion of Chinese wage labour was arrested by political 
pressure, Africans were forced to return to the mines, to be 
paid even lower wages than before47 • 
From 1932-1962 the sterling price of gold rose ~wice and 




"In 1898 shaft sinking at 100 feet a month was 
considered good progress. In 1960 the average 
rate of pr.egress was 700 feet, and the record was 
almost double this depth . In 1917, when the 
first jackhammer drills were first introduce d, six 
or seven holes per shift were dril led for placing 
explosives by the few machines available . 
Improvements and refinements have meant that forty 
holes can now be drilled per shift. Explosives 
h a ve been improved , are made of cheaper ingredients , 
and ar e suitable for hol es of v ery smal l di ameter 
which r educe the effor t o f drilling. The scraper-
winch , developed in the l as t thirty years, vast ly 
increas es the amount of ore which c a n be c leared 
after bl ast ing. The rate of advance o f dr ive s 
( tunnels) has increas ed from two hundred f eet sixty 
y ears ago to two thousand feet today . Paying 
ores can, therefore , be removed more rapidly and 
mines are able to make profits sooner , which bring 
quicker returns on capita1n 48 . 
Des pite these advances which resulted in increased productivity 
and profitability for the mines, there was no real increase in 
wag es. In fact, as Francis Wilson has shown , the monopolistic 
cont rol of l abour, th e maximum average system, the pas s laws/ 
migrant labour/inhibition on permanent urbanisation of Africans 49 
structure , the compound system and breach of contract provisions 
have kept the real wag es of Bl a cks in the mining industry at 
approximately the same level for seventy years or more . 
It is thus clear that the mining industry contributed (and still 
contributes) to the und e rdevelopment of the Res erve areas by 
intensifying labour repression. Harold Wolpe underlines 
this point : 
"The capacity of the gold mines to secure cheap 
African labour was a product of the political 
and economic power l e ssness of the unorganised 
African 'reservoir ' of labour, both inside 
South Africa and in the external territories. 
This situation o f the African population in 
the industrialising economy within South Afri ca 
was the outcome of military conques t, the 
introduction of a capital is t economy to a peopl e 
no section of whom had wealth capable of b eing 
convert e d into c apital, and the restriction of 
the predominantly rural Afr ican population 
engaged in subsis tence farmir.g to 13% of th e land • 
.., 
The confin ement of subsistence farming, which 
involved extensive rotation of land, to a 
relatively small land area r e ndered it incapable 
of producing the subsistence needs of the 
population. In these circumstances , the 
intrusion of a mon e y economy in the form of 
. ul 
manu fa c t ured c onsumer g oods and t he impos i tion 
o f c om pulsory t axes provided t h e ' push ' required 
to ensur e the flow o f rura l Afric~n s into the 
labour mark e t. It on l y n e ed ed the r ecrui ting 
organisations of t h e Chamber to c hann e l t his 
labour in the for m of migrant, c ont r act l a b ou r 
into th e mines. 
Thus, th e underd e velopme nt a nd i mpove rishment of 
the Af rican res e rves was a conditi on of the 
devel opme nt of the mining industry .••• ,,50. 
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One must ask why the countrywid e impoverishment of the peasantry 
did not lead to complete proletarjanisation and to a complete 
polarisation in the Af rican areas betwe en landed and landl ess. 
Sure enough, the process was inhibited by the development o f the 
segre gation policy, predicated on the existence of Reserves 
(As bhe 1922 Stallard Commission stated, the African's pur pose 
in the towns was only to minister to the needs of the whit e men). 
But if ther e were treme ndous pressu~es at this time to d eprive 
Africans of land and proletarianise them, why were the Re s erves 
allowed to exist? There a r e a number of reasons. Fi r stly, 
the rural African areas had b e come so underdeveloped and the 
peasantry was so pateritly . incapable of stimulating local 
development that an adequate labour supply for white far mer s 
and mines was assured. Moreover, the peasants ' involvement 
i n migrant labour was self-perpetuating: "The peasant's 
incre asing involvement in migrant labour depleted the intensity 
·of economic activity in the peasant areas, thereby reproducing 
the necessity for more migrant labour 1151 • Secondly, f or 
urban employers, the lack of complete proletarianisation meant 
the creation of a c heap, unorganised, rightless work force. 
The lack of organisation is an important factor since, as 
H.J. Simons has written, the challenge to "White man ' s rule" 
no longer came from chiefs, diviners , and impis, but 
"from an urban proletariat, missionary-trained 
teachers and mi n isters, journalists, doctors, 
lawyers and clerks.' The report of Lagden's 
inter-colonial commission of 1903-5 marked t h e 
big divide. With remarkable insight and 
underst a nding of the chang ing society, the 
commissioners exhibited n e w patterns of anxieties 
and t e nsions . It was not tribalism that 
troubl e d them, but urbamisation, competition for 
land, 'Ethiopianism' or the separatist church 
movem ent , the emergence of an African press and 
African political associations . A shift in 
values had taken place on both sides of the colour 
line before the end of the first decade of the century 11 52. 
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The incomplete proletarianisation provided the urban employer 
with a rationalisation for paying low wages. As Wolpe 
points out, 
" ••• •• i f in determining the level of wages 
necessary for the subsistence o f the migrant 
worker and his famil y, it is assumed that the 
family is supported from the product of 
agricultural production in the Reserves, it 
becomes possible to fix wages at the 5~vel of subs istence o f the individual worker" • 
Arrighi has shown this to be the basis of cheap labour in 
Rhodesia. Proletarianisation of the peasantry, he a r gues, 
"would bring about the emergence of a black agrarian 
bourgeoisi e bound to compete on the markets of produce and of 
factors of production". The answer was "lowering the 
' 
opportunity cost o f the peasantry •••• by progressively reducing 
its overall productivity1154 • Moreover, says Wolpe, the 
social security role played by the African communities relieves 
the State of the necessity of expending resource s on Africans: 
"The interest of the c apitalist sector in 
preserving the relations of the Afr ican 
familial , communities is clear - if the network 
of feciprocal obliga~ions between migrant and 
family were broken neither the agr icultural 
product nor the social security 's e rvices' of 
the African society would be available to the 
worker. It is no accident that the South 
African st~te h a s consist ently t aken measur es , 
including the recognition of much of African 
law and custom, the recognition of and granting 
of powers to chiefs , the reservation of areas 
of land, etc.~ aimed at preserving the 'tribal' 
communiti es " 5:). . 
The restrictions on the urbanisation of Africans also had {and 
has) advantages for white workers and farmers: the white 
workers were protect ed as a labour elite and th e white farmers 
wer~ assured of a labour supply . Thus the incomplet eness 
of African proletarianisation was functional for the accumulation 
of capital surpluses i~ the hands of white employers. 
The demands of the mining industry led to the gro~th of 
support-industry for mining. Ther e was a sharp increa~e 
in the manufacture of construct ion ffiaterials (cement , bricks, 
tiles, etc.) and explosives and engineering workshops were 




" By t h e 1920 ' s Afri can Expl osives a nd Chemical 
I ndustri e s (AE & CI), jointly own e d by the AAC 
a nd the Brit i s h ICI was the largest industri a l 
concern in the c ountry, with the l a r ges t 
exp losive s plant in t he world ; here was a 
nucleus o f a future £~rti liser a nd chemicals 
industry 11 56 . 
Simulta neous ly , a t th e coa st th ere was a gradual dev el o pme nt 
of the late nin e teenth c e ntury i mport-substituti on i ndustry. 
The manufactur e of fo odstuffs, toba cco, matches, textiles, 
and leather good s developed. After 19 25 the s upport 
industries for mining a nd the f i nal import-substitution 
industries ( wh i ch were a ll highly labour- intensive ) received 
a major boost fr om protective s t ate tari ffs . High duties 
on imported goods subsidised, in effect, th e loca l manufact ure 
of these goods. But the greatest impetus for the 
establishment of an industrial infr ast r ucture came from the 
state. Before World War II the most important sta te 
contributions i~cluded the establishment in 1923 of ESCOM, 
which gradually displaced the private el e c t ricity corporat ion 
established by the mines, and in 1928 o f I SCOR. The 
important point, however, · is that the government wa s provided 
with the means of establishing a n industrial infr as~ructur e 
by immense revenues from gold mining. In othe r words, 
depression of African mine workers' wages is the b asis of 
the development of secondary industry in South Africa. 
Owing to the increasing underdevelopment o f the Re s erves, 
Africans had, in progressively larger numb e rs, pa rt i cularly 
after 1910, move d to the towns. At this time ma ny smal l 
firms were willing to pay slightly higher wages b e cause to a 
certain limited extent a market existed and, because the 
number of their employees was small, extra wages were not 
crucial to their costs. - Because the industrial and 
commercial sectors as a whole lacked "the monolithic structu r e 
of the mining industry and the social networks of agricultur e 1158 , 
they were unable to put into effect a system of labour 
repression. Immediately before and a f t e r World War I 
Africans began to strike for higher wages, and in the 1920 's 
the Industrial and Commercial Workers' Union ( a powerful 
organisation of urban black workers and blacks on white-own e d 
farms) emerged. But as Africans began to organise and to 
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exert urban bargaining power, the economically dominant 
mining interests and the polit ically influential farming 
interests allied in order to prevent a loss of labour to 
industry and commerce. They consolidated and rationalised 
the existing barriers against urbanisation, bringing about 
rigid s tate cont rol of the entire African population59 • 
Those Africans who did not "minis ter to the needs of the 
white population" or "to the legitimate needs of his fellows" 
were considered " redundant" a nd were excluded from the towns
60
• 
Organis ed labour repression was thus extended from the mining 
and farming sectors into secondary industry and commerce. 
After World War II, economic growth, espec ially in the 
manufacturing sector, was vigorously fostered by the state in 
an attempt to increase the self-sufficiency of the economy . 
Actively encouraged by the state, Afrikaner capital entered 
industry in association with agriculture. Afrikaner capital 
which had mobilised Afrikane r savings in the 1930 1 s 61 , began 
to diversify in th~ late 1950's and in the 1960 1 s 62 • In 
1963, for example, Federale Mynbou, with the help o f Anglo-
American63, achieved a cont r olling interest in General Mining. 
This is par t of a trend by which Af rikaner capital was admitted 
to established ~oreign and local firms 64 • More recently, . 
Afrikaner capital has been used in joint enterprises with 
foreign investors. During the 1960's American and Canadian 
interests, in conjunction with the state , South Afr ican mining 
houses, and other local capital, became heavily involved in 
processing South African non-gold minerals. The automobil e 
industry, stimulated by a tariff-enforced "local content" 
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government programme , was dr amatically developed 
The rise of secondary industry occasioned the e xtension of the 
migrant labour system. Trapido, however, b el ieves that by 
1945 labour repression was no longer necess ary for profitabil-
ity66. Indeed, the Smit Repor t , the Fagan Commis sion , and 
the Hofmeyr wing of the United Party urged that a more stabl e 
work forc e be created 67 • However , the Nationalist Party's 
1948 el ectoral victory made any such change impossible since 
their electoral support came from the agricultural sector which 
depended on reservoirs of cheap labour, government subsidies 
and loans. In addition, the Nationalists had the electoral 
support o f the urbanised a nd urban i sing Afrikaner po pulation 
which reli ed f o r it s wel l-being on the c o lour- b a r in indus t r y . 
More over , a sma ll group o f entrepeneurs , d rawn from the 
Afri kaner nation a l ist ~lite, indi rectl y b enefit ted f r om a 
l abour-repress ive economy b e c a use of th e ir clos e ties with 
th e pros per ous s e ctor s o f agricultur e . I t wa s t hus 
unthinkab le fo r the Nat ionalists to d ismant le the l abour -
r epres sive economy. The e xisting me cha nisms o f extra-
economi c c oercion were i n f a c t strengthened and r ationa lis e d 
with i n the framework of aparth e id i deology . The regu lation 
of u rban e ntry on a mi g rant b a sis f or the n e eds o f industry 
was tighten ed by t h e c reation of a syste m of labour bureaux 
(eventually situated in the r e s e rve areas themselve s) which 
assig n pros pective workers t o a particu l a r industry or emp loyer. 
During the 1 960 ' s the vested urb a n status of many Af ricans 
was n u l l i f i ed . "Unproductive " peop l e (the elde rly, th e 
dis abl e d, wom e n and c h ildren ) we re , a nd are being, forcibly 
removed to the Reserves , n ow cal l e d " Bantus tans". At the 
same time substantia l n umb ers of Africans beg a n to be f orced 
off white farms . Such c ont rol over wo r kers and non-work ers 
meant that Af rica n u rbanis a t ion, stimulat~d by the e ver-
dec l ining product i vi ty of the Reserves , c ould tak e p l a ce 
without th e "danger " o f cr e ating even great e r overcrowding 
of Af ricans in the industri al growth po ints. Mor e over, 
"the r egulation by e xtra-economi c means of a supply of labour 1 
at a n e ar constant v1age • ••• was a tool for fostering mechanisat i on 
of industry, as a subs titut e for the u pwards pressure of wag es 
in th e cyclical s i tua tion described by Marx1168 • 
~ nove l aspect o f th e latest pha se of l abour repr e ssion is the 
cre ation of "border indu s tries" , which see k s to divert industrial 
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deve lopment t o the bor ders o f the Bantustans • But rathe r 
than becoming the economically ' cteveloped r e gions pictured in 
apa rthe id i d e ology, the Bantusta n s continue to serve the border 
industries as reservoirs of c h e ap labour. Indeed, govern-
ment wage det e rminations for i ndustrie s in the border a reas 
have tended to r e c ommend wages l ower th a n elsewhere and sometime s 
lower tha n t hos e a ctual ly b e ing paid a t the time. The labour 
relations which e xist in the urban areas are maintained, if not 
inte nsified, a nd wh ite capit a li s ts continue to extract enormous 
sur p luses f rom a t ot a lly dis advant aged Af rican work force. 
> 
It is thus clear that labour repression in South Africa has 
been, and is, func tional for economic growth. Capitalist 
economic development was , in the second half of the nineteenth 
century , stimulated by labour repression in commercial farming. 
Labour repression in farming and mining facil itated primitive 
capital ·accumulation. As manu facturing industries repl a ced 
mining and agriculture as the largest contributors to the 
national income , labour repression was int ens ified to ensure 
that al l whit e sectors could b enefit from the exploitat ion of 
labour. Capital ist development in South Africa has thus 
taken p lace at the expense of th e great majority of the 
population. Contrary to what is generally belie v ed , it is 
capitalist development in general and labour repression in 
particular that have given rise to the contemporary status of 
the rural African population , "that of sub-subsistence rural 
dwell ers , manifestly unable to support themselves by agriculture, 
and d ependent for surviva l upon wages earned in ' white ' 
indus.trial r egions or on 'white' farms 1170 • Therefore, 
those explana;tions o ,f underdevelopment which rest u pon the 
inadequacy o f the underd eyeloped sector a re incorrectly 
premis e d. It is ess ent ial that we di s card the conventional 
wisdom of d e Kiewiet, Marais, and Macmill a n, and c r itically 
analyze the r eal caus e o f underd e velopment in South Africa -
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